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Preface

The Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) is an initiative by six countries – India, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar,
Thailand and Vietnam for cooperation in tourism, culture, education, as well as transport and communications. It
was launched in 2000 at Vientiane, Lao PDR. Both the Ganga and the Mekong are civilisational rivers, and the
MGC initiative aims to facilitate closer contacts among the people inhabiting these two major river basins. The
MGC is also indicative of the cultural and commercial linkages among the member countries of the MGC through
the centuries.
MGC countries have now strengthened their cooperation and moved to new areas in addition to tourism, culture,
education, transport, and new centres of excellence in software development and training, capacity building
programmes, financial markets, ICT and space are being developed in the region.
This Conference is the first Ganga Mekong academic initiative in the Mekong region. Pridi Banomyong
International College (PBIC) Thammasat University and Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR, India)
in cooperation with India Studies Centre of Thammasat University jointly organised “Ganga Mekong Conference”
on 22-23 March 2018 at Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand. The two-day conference was aimed at
strengthening relationship among six-member countries in Mekong-Ganga Cooperation. This conference presented
successful linkages between the six countries in the area of economic partnership, language, literature, inter-faiths,
religion and social interface with possibilities of building stronger relations going forward. This initiative is open
for further interdisciplinary studies in the future.
These studies in this publication were prepared by international experts and academicians who have in-depth
knowledge of the prospective member countries of Ganga Mekong Conference. Indian Studies Programme at Pridi
Banomyong International College (PBIC), Thammasat University has compiled and consolidated all the above
studies into this publication as the first Ganga Mekong academic initiative.
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From the Editor
Dr. Shweta Sinha
Pridi Banomyong International College
Thammasat University
Interaction among the people of Ganga Mekong region has a history written by time around two great rivers. The
people whose subsistence and growth depended much upon the benevolence of these rivers used the vast terrain
for promoting trade, cultural exchanges, tourism and sharing of mutual resources.
Centuries of close religious and cultural interaction has resulted in construction of many wats, temples, places
of learning and other historical monuments in the area. These are precious cultural heritage bearing hidden treasures
of wisdom built over years of cultural exchange.
Rapid advances in the means of telecommunication and transport have provided sound infrastructure for enhancing
people to people dialogue and for exchanging mutual experiences for our common benefit. Our traditional cooperation
in the field of education can now be further expanded in a more cost-effective manner. Exchange of knowledge,
promotion of trade and e-commerce, improvement of traditional skills are just a few areas amongst the many
interdisciplinary areas which call for closer cooperation. For example, the member countries can explore the
possibility of creating a common group for enhancing productivity and marketing of different produce like agriculture
and fisheries of the area.
Textile is another area in which the countries associated with Ganga Mekong cooperation possess a tremendous
wealth of experience. Promoting tourism is not only attractive for creating employment, it is also very conducive
for strengthening mutual goodwill. The Ganga Mekong countries should share their expertise and enhance their
capabilities for a sustainable regional development. We have the benefit of access to communication technology
which can facilitate our work in all areas of cooperation.
Although Ganga Mekong region has ethnic similarities, the greatest challenge it to break the national barrier
and bring them all together on a regional platform. This Ganga Mekong academic initiative is the first step in this
direction. The possibilities are immense. Let us all work together for harnessing our tremendous potential.

Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Disclaimer: The view expressed herein are
those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the view of the organisers and
Pridi Banomyong International College.
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Programme
Thursday 22 March 2018
Venue: Sanya Dhamasakti Meeting Room, 2nd floor, Dome Building, Thammasat University Tha Prachan
Master of Ceremonies: Mr. Ken Witoonchart
09.00 – 09.30

Registration

09.30 – 09.40

Lighting the Inauguration Lamp
1. Prof. Dr. Ram Madhav
2.	H.E. Mr. Bhagwant Bishnoi
3. Assoc. Prof. Gasinee Witoonchart
4. Prof. S. R. Bhatt
5. Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan

09.40 – 09.50

About the Conference
Prof. S. R. Bhatt
Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research, India

09.50 – 09.55

Report Remarks
Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan
Dean, Pridi Banomyong International College, Thammasat University

09.55 – 10.05

Opening Speech
Assoc. Prof. Gasinee Witoonchart
Rector, Thammasat University

10.05 – 10.15
Welcome Address
	H.E. Mr. Bhagwant Singh Bishnoi
Ambassador of India to Thailand
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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10.15 – 10.35

Keynote Speech
Shri Prof. Dr. Ram Madhav
National General Secretary of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) & Director of India Foundation

10.35 – 10.45

Photo Session & Presentation of Token of Appreciation

10.45 – 11.00

Coffee/Tea Break

SESSION 1: Mekong-Ganga Economic Partnership
Chair: Asst. Prof. Akkharaphong Khamkhun, Head of Thai Studies Programme,
Thammasat University
Speakers
1. Mekong-Ganga Cooperation: An Outlook
		 Prof. Dr. Jaran Maluleem, Head of Indian Studies Programme, Thammasat University
2. Re-establishing Economic Linkage in Mekong-Ganga Basins
		 Dr. Supruet Thavornyutikarn, Director of India Studies Centre, Thammasat University
3. Linking the Gangas to the Belt and Road
		 Dr. Kalinga Seneviratne, Founder, Lotus Communication Network, Singapore
11.00 – 12.00

12.00 – 13.00

Lunch
(Common Room, Pridi Banomyong International College)

SESSION 2: Language & Literature
Chair: Dr. Anucha Thirakanon, Thai Khadi Research Institute, Thammasat University
Speakers
1. The Impact of Sanskrit Prosody on Thai Poetry
		 Prof. Dr. Satyavrat Shastri, Eminent Professor of Sanskrit, Delhi University
2. Glimpses of the Ramayana Culture in Ganga Mekong Region
		 Prof. Dr. Rana Purushottam Kumar Singh, Nav Nalanda Maha Vihar University
13.30 – 15.00
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3.
		
4.
		
		

The Ganga in Khmer Language, Literature and Culture
Ms. Srey Peou Em
Cultural Controversies: The Disputes over Common Culture in Ganga-Mekong Region
Ms. Kamontip Dueathong, ASEAN Studies, Pridi Banomyong International College
(Coffee/tea are served in the meeting room.)

SESSION 3: Inter-faith, Religions, and Social Interface
Chair: Prof. S. R. Bhatt, Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research, India
Speakers
1. The Ganga in the Mekong Valley
		 Prof. S. Sahai, Eminent Historian, India Council of Historical Research
2. Buddhism: A Uniting Force among the ASEAN Nations
		 Prof. B. N. Labh, Eminent Professor of Buddhist Studies, Jammu University
3. Comparison of Emerging Youth Civic Engagement between Mekong and Ganga
		 Ms. Pimjai Banlangpoh, ASEAN Studies, Pridi Banomyong International College
4. Early Religious Interface between India and the Mekong Regions
		 Dr. Chirapat Prapanvidya, Royal Scholar & Professor of Sanskrit, Silpakorn University
15.00 – 16.30

Friday 23 March 2018
Venue: Wan Waithyakon Meeting Room, 1st floor, Dome Building, Thammasat University, Tha Prachan
Master of Ceremonies: Asst. Prof. Akkharaphong Khamkhun
09.30 – 10.30
SESSION 4: Performing Arts and Culture
Chair: Prof. B. N. Labh, Eminent Professor of Buddhist Studies, Jammu University
Speakers
1. Indian Culture in Ganga-Mekong Region
		 Prof. S. R. Bhatt, Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research, India
2. Celebration of Culture and Life through Indian Classical Dance
		 Ms. Pravithra Srinivasan, Director, Institute of Natya, Yoga and Verdic Heritage

Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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10.30 – 10.45

Tea/Coffee Break

Roundtable Session: the Way Forward
Chair: Prof. Satyavrat Shastri, Eminent Professor of Sanskrit, Delhi University
				 Prof. Dr. Jaran Maluleem, Head of Indian Studies Programme, Thammasat
				University
10.45 – 11.15

11.15 – 11.30

Valedictory & Closing

11.30 – 12.45

Lunch
(Common Room, Pridi Banomyong International College)

13.00 – 16.00

Cultural Excursion for (Delegates from ICPR):
1. The City Pillar Shrine
2. The Temple of the Emerald Buddha and the Grand Palace
3. Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles
Convenor: Mr. Ken Witoonchart
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Inaugural Session
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Background: Cultural Confluence in
Ganga Mekong Region
A pathway to cultural ties between India and countries
of Mekong valley
Prof. Dr. S. R. Bhatt
Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research
(ICPR), India
A strategic cooperation with enduring and
comprehensive development, is usually based on their
mutual understanding and sharing of historical past, the
present state of affairs and the future prospects. In the
context of Ganga-Mekong Regional Cooperation a wide
range initiative of multinational and multiregional
cultural tie up is needed to enhance and boost the close
relations between Indian and countries of Mekong
Valley. This is necessary for regional balance and
progress as well as for the well-being of the world at
large. The present seminar is conceived with a view to
deliberate on this significant aspect.
River Ganga is held in high reverence by people of
India and Buddhism grew and developed in its region.
River Mekong also is the life force of six countries of
South-East Asia and commands great respect where
Vedic Dharma and Buddhism flourished. It is interesting
to note that the two rivers have not only been vitalizing
force in the countries involved they have commonality
of culture as well. The word ‘Mekong’, we are told, is
linguistically changed form of ‘Maa Ganga’. It is very
important term for Indian People just as Ganga is an
important term for the people of Mekong countries. River

Ganga and river Mekong are the two arteries of Asia
through which culture flows in different parts of Asia.
Keeping this fact in mind the Governments of GangaMekong Valley started an august initiative to revitalize
their age-old legacy for the sake of upliftment of the
common people of the region. Formally Mekong-Ganga
Co-operation was established on 10th of November 2001
at Vientiane, the capital of Laos. It comprises of sixmember countries namely India, Thailand, Myanmar,
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. The factors which
combine all the six countries of Mekong-Ganga
Co-operation are anthropological, religious and cultural.
In the present times trade, defense and economic
development have also become critical contributing
factors. The Vedic and Buddhist cultures are the binding
factors for all these countries. The influence of Buddha’s
teachings on humankind remained pervasive and spread
rapidly both in India and beyond her boundaries to gain
a lasting hold on the lives of countless millions throughout
the countries in Mekong Valley and in the World.
Along these lines India through its ‘Look East’ policy
has tried to invigorate the cultural and religious linkages
between India and all nations of Mekong-Ganga
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Co-operation. Because of this policy and Mekong-Ganga
Co-operation all these countries have widened their
horizon of cultural, religious and economic relationship.
Buddhism has provided base for further development in
the fields of trade, commerce, science and technology
etc. Strong relations between India and all nations of
Mekong Valley are the best examples of the success of
Mekong- Ganga Co-operation and ‘Look East’ policy
of Govt. of India. The bonds among these nations are
natural one, not a contractual relationship. Linguistic
affinity, modes of living, housing pattern, dresses, folk
narratives, pre-historic religious cultures etc. have great
similarities between the nations of Mekong Valley and
North Eastern part of India. The two epics of India, i.e.
Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata have been adopted by the
societies of Ganga-Mekong Valley as their own creations.
They consider with pride that the events related to
Valmiki Rāmāyana took place in their own society. Apart
from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, ancient Indian
texts like the Kathasāritsāgara, Brihatkathamanjari,
Lokasangraha, Kathākosha, Prakrit text Samarāiccakahā,
Pāli text Milindapaňho, Niddesa etc. give detailed
descriptions of societies residing in Mekong Valley
thereby lending credence to our age-old cultural links
and acculturation.
If we discuss the special features of Mekong Valley,
we may begin with Myanmar because of its greater
proximity with India. In Indian scriptures it is known as
Brahmadesha. We do not have exact idea about the time
of cultural interface between India and Myanmar.

Buddhism and Hinduism co-existed and thrived together
in Myanmar without any confrontation and made it
possible for the two to complement each other. Vedic
culture, particularly the Rāmāyana culture, was very
popular along with Buddhism. There are 16 versions of
Ramkathā available in Myanmar. Three other forms of
Ramkathā are also available there. These forms are poetic
version, pros version and dramatic version. As far as the
Buddhist culture in Myanmar is concerned it is a country
where monastic Buddhism of the Theravāda Nikāya
thrives. Pāli and Theravāda infused a new life into the
heterogeneous cultural and ethnic units that constitute
the Burmese race and welded them into a strong nation
imbued with a sense of solidarity. This sense of national
unity and homogeneity has been awakened in the
Burmese people only through the medium of Theravāda
Buddhism with its broad and universal gospel. Linguistic
interface between Pāli and the Language of Myanmar is
also a strong element directly or indirectly for creation
of cultural bond between the two societies.
Like Myanmar, Thailand is also an important centre
for Hindu and Buddhist cultures from historical times.
Many statues and figures of gods and goddesses in north
Indian style of iconography suggests that cultural
interface between India and Thailand took place in first
two centuries of Common Era. Dvaravati kingdom of
Siam with its capital Lopburi was special specimen of
fusion of two cultures. The Rāmāyana Culture of Siam
is also an important feature of Thai-Bhārata combined
culture. Thai version of Rāmāyana is an excellent literary
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piece of Asia. The biggest version of Thai Rāmāyana
was composed in 50288 verses. This is as big as Valmiki
Rāmāyana of India. All kings of Thailand declared
themselves as incarnation of Rāma. They loved to be
called Rama one, Rama two, Rama three, Rama four etc.
All kings having name of Rāma had their own version
of Rāmāyana. There are at least six versions of Rāmāyana
available in Thailand.
Rāmāyana culture is an integral part of Indo-Thai
cultural and social life. Thailand is unique example of
pure Buddhist culture which is non-sectarian, non-bigotry
and shelter for multi-dimensional cultural assimilation.
Walls of major Buddhist temples are decorated with
pictures and stone panels having Rāmāyana stories as
the subject matter. The Ganesha Buddha Temple is also
the best temple of Lord Ganesha in the world. Apart from
Religio-cultural relationship between India and Thailand,
language of Thailand is also influenced by ancient Indian
languages like Sanskrit and Pāli. Anthropological studies
show that people from Thailand settled in India. They
are very important community of Assam known as Tai
community.
Cambodia is also an integral part of Ganga-Mekong
culture. This is the centre of wonderful architectural
specimen. This is the best example of Indo-Cambodian
Hindu-Buddhist Art. Cambodian culture carries all
aspects Indian culture with some variations. Sanskrit
inscriptions of Cambodia are its best examples. The
Mebon inscription of Rajendraverma contains 218 verses
and Prerūpa inscription contains 298 verses. In this way,

hundreds of Sanskrit inscriptions are available in
Cambodia which follow the rules and norms of Sanskrit
Poetics and Grammar of Pāṇini and Patanjali. In the
above-mentioned inscriptions, the authors have used
Anushṭubha, Ᾱryā, Sragdharā, Shardūlavikrīritam,
Indravajrā, Upendravajrā, Malini, Vasantatilaka meters.
It means all poetic meters have been used in the poetic
inscription of Cambodia. The subject matter of learning
among the people of Cambodia were Veda, Vedanga,
Darshana, Smriti, Rāmāyana, Mahābharata, Purāṇa,
Mahabhashya etc.
The architectural advancement can be witnessed in
the temple complexes of Angkorvat, Angkorathom,
Bayon Temple, Neakā Peanā temple, Bante sreyi temple
etc. Here Hindu and Buddhist gods and goddesses are
established in the temple. The art of Icon making in
Cambodia is very close to Indian Iconography. Social
and religious practices are almost same in Indian and
Cambodian Society. As per the historical evidences it
was established by the great sage and statesman
Kauṇdinya. He established Cambodian state. The people
of Cambodia are mixed with Aryan and Naga race. So,
the Indo-Cambodian fusion of race, culture, religion and
society need special attention for research studies.
Laos and Cambodia have some common cultural
traits. But Laos has very important Indianized cultural
traits. Lao people clearly accept that they are of Indian
Origin. According to Lao literature during king Ashoka’s
attack on Kalinga many people migrated to Indo-China
region through Assam and Manipur. Based on this
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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assumption Lao claim that they are from their lineage.
Some scholars believe that Laos is border out post Indian
culture. The main symbols of Indian culture in Laos are
Buddhism and Rāmāyana. Rāmāyana is very important
aspect of Lao culture. There are four versions of
Rāmāyana in Laos. They are the Phralak Phralāma,
Gvāya Dorbhī, Pommachakka and Lankanoi. Another
name of Phralak Phralāma is Rāma Jātaka. The Rāma
Jātaka is divided into two volumes. The Rāma Jātaka is
based on Jātaka style. Here the Buddha says that he
himself was Rāma in very ancient time and Yashodharā
was Sita and Devadatta was Ravana. Apart from the
Buddha, Yashodhara and Devadatta all events of
Rāmajātaka are identical with the stories of Rāmāyana.
The stories of Rāmāyana are either painted or engraved
on the walls of Buddhist Viharas. The Rāmāyana culture
of Laos is unique in some sense because here Buddhism
became a part of Rāmāyana. The Pommachaka of Buddha
(Brahma chakra) and Gvāya Dorbhi discuss lives of
Buddha and other characters too. Buddhist monks used
to take help from these versions of Rāmāyana for their
religious activities. So, there is unique synthesis of
Buddhism and Rāmāyana (Hindu) culture in Lao society.
Buddhism and Hinduism entered Laos around 2nd
century B.C. but Indian culture became state culture of
Laos in Medieval Period. Laos is follower of Theravāda
Buddhism. Lao way of life, Indian culture and Buddhism
are so tightly interwoven that one is hardly distinguishable
from the other.

The fifth strong country of Mekong valley is Vietnam.
The bond between India and Vietnam are natural and
not a created one. The two great epics of India i.e., The
Ramayana and the Mahabharata have been adopted by
the society of Vietnam as their own creations. There was
a Ramayana in Cham language which was considered
to be the National Epic of Champa. However, it is not
available now. The Inscription of 7th Century of Champa
suggests that there was a temple of the great poet Valmiki
in Champa and it was reconstructed by the king
Prakashdharma. It is surprising to note that the Inscription
of Prakashdharma indicates that till 7th Century there
was no temple of the great poet Valmiki in India. The
inscription contains the verses of Ayodhyakanda of
Valmiki Ramayana. It mentions that the Rama was the
incarnation of Vishnu and Valmiki was the Adikavi, the
first poet. There was great reverence for the Great poet
in Champa. Here the king Prakashdharma has been
compared with Rama, son of king Dasaratha. Another
inscription of Prakashdharma tells the story of Lord Shiva
and Kuber. The inscription of king Harivarma says that
the king himself was as learned as Brihaspati. The king
Jayindravarma (VII th) was well versed in Grammar,
Jyotish and the Mahāyāna Buddhist Philosophy. Apart
from this, he had also expertise in the law books of
Narada and Bhargava. So, it may be concluded that the
Vedas, Vedanga, Philosophy, Astronomy etc. were the
regular curricula of Champa and kings had scholarship
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in all these scriptures. The Ramayana, the Mahabharata,
Puraṇas and other Sanskrit texts were very much readable
in Champa kingdom and all kings used to be considered
as the heroes of these texts. The Shiva cult was also very
popular in Champa. The Bhadreshwara temple of king
Bhadra Verma was the oldest in Champa. The king of
Champa used to add their names with the name of god
Bhadreshwara like Bhadravarma.
Buddhism has been very important religion of
Vietnam since ancient period. In Champa Buddhism
occupied very important place in the lives of people.
Champa was storehouse of Buddhist scriptures. When
the Chinese general Leu Feng attacked Champa, he
carried 1350 texts from Champa after his victory. Itsing
has written that Champa was the centre of Sammatiya
Nikāya and there were followers of Sarvastivāda sect
also. Dong Duong was the important centre of Buddhism
in Champa. Hundreds of statues of the Buddha and
Bodhisattvās were found in this area.
Considering the basis of cultural ties between India
and the countries of Mekong Valley, it is a matter of
research that why this strong cultural bond became so
weak in modern times. The colonial rule in India,
Myanmar and other countries may be one of the causes.
After independence, India has to take initiatives to
strengthen and revitalize all sorts of relationship with
them. All six nations can write success stories in the field
of trade, commerce, diplomacy, cultural relations etc.

The Ganga-Mekong Conference 2018 is an attempt
to search and understand areas for possibilities of better
inter-relationships in the future. To begin with, this
conference attempts to undertake an exhaustive survey,
of the culture of Gaṅgā-Mekong region to seek evidences
of ties among the six societies with sub-themes in the
areas not limited to:
1. Ganga-Mekong Economic Partnership
2. Influence of Language and Literature
3. Inter-faiths, Religions, and Social Interface
4. Performing arts and Culture

Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Report Remarks
Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan
Dean, Pridi Banomyong International College
Thammasat University, Thailand
Your Excellency Shri Ram Madhav,
General National Secretary of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
Your Excellency Mr. Bhagwant Bishnoi,
Ambassador of India to Thailand
Professor S. R. Bhatt,
Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research, India
Associate Professor Gasinee Withoonchart,
Rector of Thammasat Universtity
Distinguished Guests, Colleagues,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Good Morning
Welcome to Mekong-Ganga Conference 2018 coorganised by Pridi Banomyong International College
and Indian Council of Philosophical Research, India, in
cooperation with the India Studies Centre, Thammasat
University.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
For many centuries, the Ganga region has been the
cradle of one of the oldest and most sophisticated
civilisations in the world. It is the home to great
architecture, diverse geography, a rich history, vibrant
culture, and the birth place of Hinduism and Buddhism,
two of the world’s major religions.

The Mekong region itself is also home to many
indigenous cultures of Southeast Asia, many of which
were influenced by the ideas, practices, and traditions
that originated from the Ganga region.
It is due to this appreciation for the cultural affinity
of the two regions, and the roles they play in shaping the
course of each other’s histories that the idea for this
conference was initiated.
At its core, the Ganga-Mekong Conference is the
realisation of the need to provide an international
platform that would enhance cultural linkages between
the two neighbouring regions. It is also a recognition for
the need to promote further cooperation in many areas
ranging from trade to education and people-to-people
linkages between the Mekong and the Ganga regions.
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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More importantly, as both are emerging on to the
world stage, the understanding of cultural ties will be a
significant mechanism of strengthening and further
promoting potential economic partnership in our regions.
Ladies and Gentlemen
About couple years ago, His Excellency Mr. Bishnoi
kindly introduced Thammasat University to the Indian
Foundation during Prof. Bhatt’s visit to Thailand and
hosted our meeting at the Indian Embassy in Bangkok.
After then, during the visit of Thammasat to India through
the support of former Ambassador of Thailand to India,
(Mr. Chalit Manitkul), the Director of Thai Khadi
Research Institute and I had a follow up meeting with
Prof. Bhatt in New Delhi.
After a little while, Prof. Bhatt posted us with the
good news that Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Government of India would support the
organisation of this conference. That began our
co-working and has led all of us to today’s conference.
For the next two days, Thammasat will be the host
to many distinguished scholars and speakers from India,
as well as Southeast Asia, who will take part in a lively
discussion and exchanges of ideas on a variety of topics.
The conference will be divided into four sessions with
four different themes: the Mekong-Ganga Economic
Partnership; Language & Literature; Religions, Interfaith, and Social Interface; and Performing Arts and
Culture.

I strongly wish to encourage all the participants to
join a roundtable session tomorrow which will be
conducted on an interactive fashion to discuss about the
Mekong-Ganga Cooperation: the Way Forward. We are
honoured that Prof. Shastri will chair the session.
At the conclusion of the conference, a proceedings
report will be produced and disseminated to members of
the public, in the hope that what we will learn from the
conference will not be lost, but rather will continue to
be heard and discussed among a wider audience, and to
ensure the continuation of the momentum generated by
the conference.
Excellencies,
Madam Rector,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
This conference is possible, thanks to all contributors
and supporters. I would also like to take this opportunity
to thank the Indian Council of Philosophical Research
(ICPR); the Department of Sanskrit, Silpakorn University;
the Indian Studies Center, Thammasat University; the
Thai-Bharat Cultural Lodge Association and Dr. Anucha
Thirakanon, the Director of the Thai Khadi Research
Institute for their contribution to today’s conference.
I am also grateful to scholars and speakers who will
be enlightening us on the Ganga-Mekong cooperation
through their participation in the conference.
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My special and deep gratitude goes to Shri Ram
Madhav, the General Secretary of Bharatiya Janata Party,
without whose insight and vision, there could not have
been a conference such as this one.
Last, but certainly will never be the least, I would like
to thank H.E. Mr. Bhagwant Bishnoi, and extend my
personal gratitudes for every matter that the Indian
Embassy has done in support of the Indian Studies
Undergraduate programme at PBIC, Thammasat.
Through your support, Excellency, we have been able
to provide scholarships to students in need, and actively
play our part in promoting cross-cultural learning and
understanding between Thailand and India.
I wish you enjoy constructive and fruitful discussion.
Happy Stay in Thailand.
Thank you.
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Opening Speech
Assoc. Prof. Gasinee Witoonchart
Rector, Thammasat University Thailand

Your Excellency Shri Ram Madhav,
General National Secretary of Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)
Your Excellency Mr. Bhagwant Bishnoi,
Ambassador of India to Thailand
Professor S. R. Bhatt,
Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research,
India
Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan,
Dean, Pridi Banomyong International College,
Thammasat University
Vice Rectors, Distinguished Guests, Colleagues,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am very pleased to welcome all of you to Thammasat
University, right here at Tha Prachan, the very first
campus, one of the four campuses of the University.
It is such a great opportunity for Thammasat
University to work closely with our dear colleagues from
Indian Council of Philosophical Research and others
from Ganga and Mekong Region in co-hosting the
Ganga-Mekong Conference 2018.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thammasat University is pursuing its mission as the
international university along with being the University
for the People and the Research University. We offer
diverse international programmes from social science
and humanities to science and health science, at all levels.
This is because we realise how international and
intercultural studies is highly critical in equipping
students with global mindsets and enhancing their
opportunities of exposing to international experience.
In this regard, the international conference plays
crucial roles in disseminating local knowledge to the
global appreciation. I am confident that the Ganga-
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Mekong international conference will promote
understanding and trust, and subsequently strengthen the
people-to-people linkages among the members of the
Ganga-Mekong Region -- India, Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar, Vietnam, and Thailand.
Thanks to the guests of honour, distinguished scholars,
speakers, chairs, and all participants. Your presence today
will add to the enduring and comprehensive development
of the cooperative, and contribute to mutual benefits of
the Ganga-Mekong region.
I wish to express my sincere congratulations to the
organisers and supporters – Pridi Banomyong
International College, Indian Council of Philosophical
Research, to which I am very grateful, India Studies
Centre of Thammasat, and the Thai Bharat Cultural
Lodge for your best and continuing supports that finally
allow this conference to happen.
Now the conference will commence. I hope you find
the Ganga-Mekong conference 2018 constructive and
fruitful I wish you pleasant stay in Thailand.
Thank you very much.
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Welcome Address
H.E. Mr. Bhagwant Singh Bishnoi
Ambassador of India to Thailand

Most Respected Associate Prof. Gasinee Witoonchart,
Rector, Thammasat University
Shri Ram Madhav ji,
Director, India Foundation
Prof. S. R. Bhatt,
Chairman, Indian Council of Philosophical Research,
India
Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan,
Dean, Pridi Banomyong International College
Dr. Satyavrat Shastri,
Eminent Professor of Sanskrit, Delhi University
Distinguished Academicians,
Dear Friends, Ladies and Gentlemen

Namaskar and Sawadee Krub!
It gives me immense pleasure to be present amongst
so many distinguished academicians from India and
Thailand. I congratulate the Pridi Banomyong
International College and the Indian Studies Centre of
Thammasat University as well as the Indian Council of
Philosophical Research for organising this Conference.
There could not have been a more apt name for an
academic gathering that represents a confluence of two
great cultures of our common civilization.
Our relationship with Thailand and, in fact, with all
the countries of the Mekong is civilizational with historic
ties that have bound us over many centuries. Sanskrit
and Pali have influenced the languages of all our
countries. Many of the Gods to whom we pray are the
same, as are many of our religious practices. I have
myself found solace in the Devasthanam, the temple
attached to the Grand Palace in Bangkok.
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Together with Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-o-cha
and his Cabinet, I have sat and worshipped under the
sacred Bodhi tree in India. I recall the excitement with
which I read, a year ago or so in the Bangkok Post, the
news of a 10th century Shiva linga having been excavated
there.
Our First Secretary immediately travelled there and
came back to report that there is not one, but numerous
artefacts there of equal antiquity that attest to our
common civilizational origins.
Thammasat is a great University, one of the best in
the region. The name Thammasat is itself derived from
the Sanskrit term Dharma Shastra. For this and many
other reasons, there could not have been a more
appropriate home for this Conference. My Embassy is
truly honored to have played a role in putting it in touch
with a most worthy partner, the Indian Council of
Philosophical Research.
ASEAN occupies centre-stage in the Indo-Pacific.
And that is why, ASEAN is also the focus of our “Act
East” policy. Thailand is not only a founding member of

ASEAN, but also its centre of gravity. It is a matter of
gratification for us that the Government has reciprocated
our approach by initiating its own “Look West” policy
with India at its centre.
Our relationship with Thailand is multi-faceted. The
contemporary people-to-people relationship is one of its
most important dimensions. By this is meant the 1.5
million tourists who travel between the two countries
every year using the more than 300 flights that connect
Bangkok with 17 cities in Thailand every week. And it
also means re-discovering the ancient linkages that define
our common civilization.
That task can be done most ably by the two reputed
academic institutions that are jointly organising this
Conference. I compliment India Foundation for bringing
them together.
With these few words, I welcome the scholars who
come from both our two countries. I wish the Conference
all success and reiterate our pride in also being associated
with this noble event. I thank you all for your attention.
Dhanyavaad and Khob Khun Krub.
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Keynote Speech
Shri Prof. Dr. Ram Madhav
National General Secretary of the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) & Director
Honorable Rector of the University
Honorable Ambassador of India to Thailand
Prof. S. R. Bhatt
Dean of the International College
All the eminent academicians and scholars assembled
in the hall here
and my dear young students
I am really honoured to be here in this prestigious
Thammasat University to deliver the keynote address at
this timely and important conference on Ganga-Mekong
region. Friends, eminent scholars like Prof. Dr. Satyavrat
Shastri, describe Mekong as a distorted spelling of the
word “MAGANGA” or “Mother Ganges”. It only means
that these two rivers that flow at a distance of several
hundred miles away from each other, enriching their
respective regions, are actually connected with each other
through history and culture.

My job is to deliver the keynote address for this
conference. I will try to focus on the cultural linkages
dating back to two million years in our history. My
co-historian William McNeill has described history as
the story of invasion of weaker societies by stronger ones
and of rivalries among the strong. This has been the
experience at least in the last five to six hundred years
in the world. History is the witness to colonisation by
superior military powers of large parts of the world. This
colonisation also happened in the name of civilizing the
communities. Military and economic superiority was
used to not only colonize but also impose Western
cultural beliefs and practices in the name of bringing
modernity and modern values to those lands. The West’s
imposition of its values on the rest of the World gave
birth to new theories like Joseph Nye’s soft power and
hard power. Using non-military and non-political tools
to impose one’s cultural practices on the other societies
is described as soft power. Here, culture is also a power,
like the military and economic power; and it can be used
as a power to be imposed on other societies, like in wars.
Friends we very freely and very casually use the word
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“soft power”. I ask all of you scholars here that we should
seriously revisit this term. There need not be any other
reasons to revisit it than to revisit the history of GangaMekong region. How we have seen interplay of cultures
here; no power was used, no superiority sought to be
established. Here it was interplay of cultures. It was
communion of cultures. So, when we talk about soft
power in the 21st century, it might fit in the scheme of
the things in the West, but this word doesn’t suit us in
this region. Probably we have to come up with another
apt description for the communion or exchange or
interplay of cultures in this region historically.
	History of India and its neighborhood are examples
of how cultural influence have led to prospering and
flourishing of native cultures in the region and around.
Here it was not the soft power at play, trying to impose
certain alien values system on the natives. Rather, it was
a communion of cultures benefiting both sides. GangaMekong region has witnessed this interplay of cultures
at the advent of the first Millennium of the Christian Era.
The first recorded engagement was at Funan in 1st
century A.D. It was recorded that an Indian traveler by
the name “Kauṇḍinya” have arrived in the Kingdom of

Funan, married the princess there and established the
first ever Indian Kingdom in the region. Funan is
identified as the present-day Lower Mekong delta, also
encompassing Southern Vietnam, Central Mekong and
the Malay peninsula.
Successful waves of migration have happened
originating from kingdoms like Kalinga in Odisha to
Chola in southern Tamil Nadu. What is remarkable is
that these migrations have led to establishment of Indian
kingdoms in the Southeast Asian region, from Cambodia
to Bali. They’re hardly seen as colonizers. In fact, the
competing influence of the Chinese rulers was less
charitably viewed compared to the Indian wave.
	Here, I would like to highlight one very important
aspect: Contrary to the general perception, the populations
in the Mekong region did not belong to Chinese –
Mongoloid origin. They belonged to very diverse races.
In his monumental work, “The Indianized states of
Southeast Asia”, French scholar of South Asian history
and archaeology George Cœdès argues that some of them
belong to the Negritos and Vedas, others to the Australoid
and Papuan-Melanesians, and others to the Indonesians.
He argues that this fact leads to a clear conclusion that
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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the earliest inhabitants of Farther India (although I have
my own view in using these words, “Greater India” and
“Farther India”) are related to the inhabitants of the
Pacific Islands today; and that the Mongolian elements
of the Farther India are of more recent origins.
	Historians have called the area that came under the
Indian influence as “Greater India” or “Farther India”.
This description is not fully apt for the important reason
that the Indian migrants, royals, sailors, traders and
monks did not encounter any uncivilized savages in the
lands that they had visited. On the contrary, what they
encountered were organized societies, endowed with a
values system that had many similarities with those of
the visitors. There were existing organized communities
in this region. This so-called Indianization of Farther
India is an exaggeration because what actually happened
was the communion of Indian and native cultures. Both
Ganga and Mekong region have been inhabited since
pre-historic times in organized settlements, not only
foraging but pastoral and agricultural. New archaeological
evidences have been unearthed continually now that
indigenous scholars are also working on it. Historically
people have migrated and merged, intermingled and
exchanged. On a lighter note, Mekong region has given
us the brittle nut, without which no Indian meal is
complete. What I’m trying to say is that neither culture
has any pristine reality.

A very important distinction needs to be underscored
here: although several of these countries are in close
proximity with China, the Chinese-Mongol influences
over these territories have been insignificant compared
to that of India. The reason lies in the way China and
India employed methods to influence the populations
there, unlike the Chinese civilizations.
I’m now referring to a speech in the sixth Indian
history congress in 1946, which I happened to read about
in one of the journals in India: In his speech, K. A.
Nilakanta Sastri, eminent Indian historian of those times,
has highlighted this point: to say that the Indian
penetration is an infiltration into Mekong region seems
almost always have been peaceful. No way was it
accompanied by destruction. Elaborating on this point,
far from being destroyed by the conquerors, the native
peoples of Southeast Asia found in Indian society the
framework within which their own societies would be
integrated and developed. The Indians nowhere engaged
in military conquest and annexation in the name of a
state or Mother Country. The countries conquered
militarily by China had to adopt and copy Her institutions,
Her customs, Her religions, Her language and Her
writing. By contrast, those which India conquered
peacefully preserved the essentials of their individual
cultures and developed them, each according to its own
genius. It is this that explains the differentiation and in
a certain measure, the originality of Khmer, Champa and
Javanese civilizations despite their common Indian
origin.
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Friends, I appeal to all of you that this calls for a lot
of research and historical studies. Sadly, some Indian
scholars have simply forgotten that they have had vast
regions in their extended neighborhood that have a living
civilization and culture partially, if not fully, influenced
by India. It was left to the French and other European
academics in the last century to explore this dimension
of India. It is time the scholars in the region take more
interest in this subject. We need to build on the goodwill
that is generated out of this cultural communion. There
shall emerge strong bonding between the region of Ganga
and Mekong for greater engagement and cooperation in
the years to come.
Friends, thank you very much.
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Comparing Emerging Youth Civic
Engagement in the Mekong and
Ganga Basins
Pimjai Banlangpoh
ASEAN Studies, Pridi Banomyong International
College, Thammasat University
ploipimjai@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
International youth civic engagement (YCE) has
recently grown in societal and political impact. (UNDP,
2012). In Thailand, students protested in October 1973
against a military dictatorship. The resulting
demonstrations led to political change in the form of a
new election in Thailand (Thai radical discourse, 1987).
In 1960s, the youth movement grew across the United
States. During that decade, youth groups joined public
discourse to try to change public policy. (Taj & Kim,
2011). Today, Youth Civic Engagement has become
more frequent in Europe, North America, Latin America,
South Asia, and the ASEAN community, filling a gap
between social and developmental problems (ibid.). This
paper compares emerging Youth Civic Engagement in
the Mekong and Ganga regions to learn about the
respective movements’ development and sustainability.
Core factors and limitations of Youth Civic Engagement
in both areas are examined, to gain insight on future
possibilities.

Introduction
In recent years, youth civic engagement (YCE) has
made an increasingly strong impact on international
society (UNDP, 2012). Social impacts extend from
national to transnational and international levels. Youth
Civic Engagement regional responsibility has arisen in
Europe, North America, Latin America, South Asia, and
the ASEAN community (Alex, 2010; Avadhani, 2012;
Blum, 2007). Subsequent impacts have become evident.
Today, around 65% of the ASEAN population are
under 35 years of age. They are a driving force to shape
the future (YSEALI, 2015). Youth have the power to
transform a society from leader-centric to people-centric.
The power for change among youth is based on social
support rather than numbers. If it receives sufficient
societal support, Youth Civic Engagement may address
societal issues, creating a more inclusive society. As a
result, ASEAN countries and India are investing in Youth
Civic Engagement for community balance. In addition,
Indian Youth Civic Engagement draws 30% of its
population from the Indian democratic movement, so
youth activities occur freely throughout the country
(Alex, 2010; Avadhani, 2012).
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This paper compares emerging Youth Civic
Engagement in the Mekong and Ganga basins to learn
about the respective movements’ development and
sustainability. Core factors and limitations of YCE in
both areas are examined, to gain insight on future
possibilities.
Research Design and Methodology
A qualitative approach was used to examine six MGC
nations: Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam,
and India. Purposive sampling selected participants.
Primary source data was obtained by in-depth semistructured interviews with five staff members of Thai
Volunteer Services (TVS) and six youth-led working
groups from the ASEAN Youth Forum (AYF), including
representatives from Thailand, Laos, Myanmar,
Cambodia, and Vietnam. Secondary source documentary
data was drawn from TVS plans, policies, and annual
reports, as well as published studies on India.

Definitions and Typologies:
Definition of Youth Civic Engagement
Different definitions of Youth Civic Engagement exist
based on context and perspective. They share this in
common:
Belonging: Youth have a sense of belonging to their
hometowns and want to address social problems in their
areas and networks (UNESCO, 2012).
Care and Social Justice: Civic engagement is a nonpolitical social form enhancing youth social capital and
reducing skilled labor shortages, providing a demographic
dividend for developing regions such as South Asia
(Alex, 2010).
Engaged Citizenship: Youth Civic Engagement is also
linked to increase public awareness of children and young
people’s rights to be heard and accepted as active
contributors for social change (United Nations, 2016).
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Positive Youth Development: The World Bank
identifies the exercise of active citizenship as a key
activity for healthy transition to adulthood for the youth
of today and tomorrow (United Nations, 2016).
Typologies of Youth Civic Engagement
Eleven types of Youth Civic Engagement were
categorized by UNICEF:
1.		 Formal, long-term community services and
volunteering: 20 hours per week of services within
three months or more;
2.		 Part-time volunteering: more than two hours per
week within two months;
3.		 Occasional volunteering: anything less than the
above requirement;
4.		 Service-learning: a school or non-school program
engaging students contribute their service skill to
solve the problem in schools and communities, and
conforming to their setting objectives with
community needs;
5.		 International volunteering: volunteers contribute
their service to other communities, not their own;
6.		 Mutual aid: groups of people who have the same
situation assisting and supporting each other within
the same community or social groups. The
distinction between volunteer and beneficiary may
be less clear;
7.		 Youth for governance: youth delegates represent or
lobby government bodies to develop public policies
about Youth Civic Engagement programs;

8. 		 Advocacy and campaigning: raising public
awareness or reforming legislation, changing
cultural norm or government policy;
9.		 Youth media: providing possible media production
including video, radio, film, newspaper by young
people for public;
10.		 Social entrepreneurship: creating and designing
innovative solutions for addressing social problems;
and
11.		 Leadership training and practice: organising
workshops to learn and practice leadership skills as
well as participating in volunteer activities.
Comparing Emergent Youth Civic Engagement
between Mekong and Ganga Basins:
Characteristics of Emerging Youth Civic Engagement
in Mekong
The ASEAN Youth Forum (AYF) project was
established in 2009 as a platform for youth to discuss
key issues, develop joint ASEAN civil society actions,
and deliver statements to ASEAN policy makers.
Mekong Youth Civic Engagement is subordinate to this
project in Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, and
Vietnam. From 100 to 150 youth workers with 10 to 15
youth activists for each ASEAN nation collaborate. They
organize the annual forum, reporting to the ASEAN
summit chair. Youth representatives also run core
projects in their hometowns.
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Mekong Youth Civic Engagement consists of people
aged from 15 to 35. Diversity helps in supervising a
variety of different activities in each nation. Due to sociocultural differences across Mekong countries, youths
learn from each other within the team. Political cultures
are also understood differently, depending on political
regime. Empowering youth to learn from each other
across borders helps them contribute to national politics.
The different Mekong country political regimes affect
youth diversely. Democratic practices flourish in civil
societies. Mekong countries are familiar with
authoritarianism, and regimes in Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Myanmar do not support youth
movements. The respective governments fear that if they
admit democratic practices into civil society, they might
lose power. Only Thailand has some policies supporting
youth movements. (Avadhani, 2012).
Mekong Youth Civic Engagement activities occur on
local and regional levels. One local activity in Vietnam
gathered 100,000 young people in a Green Summer
volunteer campaign to build 130 welfare centers to give
over 70,000 people access to healthcare (AYM, 2012).
The government does not support such activities, funded
by nonprofit organizations.
Other regional collaborations include the Human
Rights Volunteer Project, Collaboration for Young
Generation in Mekong Region (CYM), Youth Leadership
for Social Change, and Youth Leadership and Education
for Sustainable Agriculture and Food Sovereignty. The
Human Rights Volunteer Project provides annual training
for lawyers to contribute to their communities, helping

people who are suffering from injustice. It has 139 alumni
and 7 batches of human right lawyers in Thailand (AYM,
2012). The Young Generation in Mekong Region (CYM)
distributes over 2,000 copies of Mekong Youth Diary
for Peace: Listen to Our Voices, Join the Change to young
Mekong river residents in Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar, and Thailand. The published diaries lead to
the promotion of peace and increased comprehension
and understanding of cross-cultural issues among
Mekong neighbors (CYM, 2015).
Characteristics of Emerging Youth Civic Engagement
in the Ganga Basin
Participants in Ganga Youth Civic Engagement
consist of people aged from 15 to 24 from geographically,
economically, linguistically and culturally diverse
groups. India’s democratic character gives Youth Civic
Engagement opportunities for free expression and
association. Due to a national tradition of volunteerism
and civic engagement, Youth Civic Engagement has
become a consistent feature of the political culture and
official policy planning. A National Youth Service and
National Policy on the Voluntary Sector in addition to
National Youth Policy, Youth Ministry, and sound legal
framework for the NGOs have resulted. India has duly
developed a vigorous and sophisticated civil society.
Historically, the relationship between civic engagement
through voluntary action and India’s independence
movement shaped the relationship between government
and civil society.
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Indian policies supportive to youth grants opportunities
to join many types of civic engagement programs. Youth
Civic Engagement in India is widespread and powerful
as formal long-term national service to advocacy, service,
and learning for social entrepreneurship and leadership.
Mutual Factors Influencing Youth Civic Engagement
in Both Basins
Investing in Youth Civic Engagement as part of a
regional vision:
Globalization often means that the effect of social
problems is not limited to a single nation but extends to
neighbors as well. For sustainable solutions, Youth Civic
Engagement network collaboration may address certain
problems, while individual countries retain specific
characteristics. The more Youth Civic Engagement seen
in the ASEAN region and South Asia, the more social,
political, and economic engagements will also be visible.
In the digital era, the internet and social networks are
main communication channels of Youth Civic
Engagement network communication, especially
Facebook (Avadhani, 2012):

Table 1.
Internet and Facebook penetration in Southeast Asia
in 2011.
Country

Internet
users
(people)

Cambodia

449,160

3.1

449,160

3.1

Laos

527,400

8.1

129,660

2.0

110,000

0.2

NA

NA

Thailand

18,310,000

27.4

13,276,200

19.9

Vietnam

30,516,587

33.7

3,607,220

4.0

India

259,880,000

23.6

135,600,000

12.3

Myanmar

Internet
Facebook Facebook
penetration
users
penetration
(%)
(people)
(%)

		
Facebook, the internet, and social networking can save
time in Youth Civic Engagement communication on an
international level (AYM, 2012; CYM, 2015; Alex,
2010).
Shared and Nation-Specific Challenges Affecting
Youth Civic Engagement
Mekong Youth Civic Engagement work in national
atmospheres far from democracy and experienced with
authoritarianism. As noted above, while Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Myanmar do not support youth
movements, democratic characteristics promote Ganga
YCE in India. There, citizens have some opportunities
for political participation and freedom of expression and
association. Mekong Youth Civic Engagement have
much to learn about democratic characteristics from India
to improve social, political, and economic engagement.
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National economic factors influence governmental
decisions for budget allocation to support youth activities,
according to the Thai Volunteer Service Foundation,
staff interviews, and Indian Youth Civic Engagement
documents. When some nations disregard youth issues,
they receive inadequate funding for organising activities,
and results in lack of national youth policy. Youth from
poor families cannot attend Youth Civic Engagement
activities without financial sponsorship from supporting
organizations. Economic factors are major challenges in
both regions.
Since ASEAN Youth Forum lacks financial support
to implement projects, private and civil sectors nationally
and internationally are relied upon. Yet such collaboration
with governmental sectors is not facilitated in some
countries along the Mekong River. By contrast, Youth
Civic Engagement in India enjoys a positive relationship
between private and public sectors, reflecting the ongoing
historical influence of the Indian independent movement.
Conclusion and Recommendations
For long term development and sustainability of
Youth Civic Engagement in the regions, the following
recommendations are made:
1.		 Invention by youths is better than having them
follow existing plans. Four key youth movements
in ASEAN are examples that projects originated
without youth participation may not be enduring.
Youth participation in creating and evolving such
movements guarantees that learning is transferred
across generations.

2.		 Since youth activists require advice from older
consultants, they should feel empowered to seek
expertise without lessening their roles in movements.
3.		 Smooth work transitions are vital when teams of
youth resign and new ones assume responsibilities.
Transitional systems should be put into place to
facilitate such changes.
4.		 Skill training for youth activists should include
leadership, professionalism, time management,
reliability, and thinking and working processes.
5.		 Transparent evaluation of youth movement work
leads to accountable organizations. Many youth
organizations evaluate themselves without external
approval and cannot identify, or learn from,
mistakes.
6.		 Budgetary resource from individual donations
ensures that some organizations do not take control
of Youth Civic Engagement efforts for their own
benefit. By accepting donations only from
individuals, instead of organizations, the meaning
and purpose of such work is less likely to be
hijacked.
7.		 National policies in each country should support
youth movements. Although youth organizations
seek support from international and regional
organizations, it is most efficient to be supported by
national leadership.
8.		 Regional policy plays a key role in overseeing and
supporting youth movements. If regional policies
do not support or promote the work of youth, it is
difficult for them to succeed.
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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These core factors must be balanced to enable youth
movements to achieve their goals. In the complex
political, economic, and sociocultural world, youth
movements have a role to play in solving and balancing
social issues in a peaceful and sustainable manner.
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LECTURE
Thank you, Professor Lao, and welcome to all
distinguished delegates this morning. We are happy that
we had a threadbare intensive deliberation on culture in
Ganga-Mekong region. Our deliberations have been not
only enlightening but would also be fruitful for our future
course of action. We hope that there would be more and
more consultations in our endeavors, for our mutual
benefits, of course, but also for global well-being.
The motto that we follow is “let everyone be happy”,
“let everyone enjoy well-being” (translation from Hindi).
So, we do not just aspire for our own narrowest individual
self, but for universal good. We are never anthropocentric, instead we are cosmo-centric, and therefore our
reason, I would call this “spiritual reason”. It encompasses
all existence. Animate, as well as, inanimate. We have
a proverb saying, “everything parted, the same is since”,
and therefore there must be universal fellowship among
all. This should also be the objective of the countries of
the Ganga-Mekong region. This enterprise, which we
are undertaking is just the beginning. It is hoped that it
would get more and more strengthened, and we shall
work for the well-being of the entire universe.

Lord Buddha was a real engaged buddhist, engaged
in the well-being of the entire world, and that’s why he
exalted his fellow monks. In Pali we say “oh bhikhus,
oh monks, and nuns. Move around the entire world.
Everywhere. In all the four directions, for the well-being
of all. For the happiness of all.” Because real well-being
lies in happiness. Everyone wants to be happy. No one
wants to be unhappy and miserable. No one wants to
suffer any calamity, and therefore our enterprise should
be to bring about universal happiness. We believe that
reality is joyful. This should also be the motto of our
enterprise: that we be happy, and we make others also
happy. Let the distinct cultures of the Ganga-Mekong
region aspire for this ideal, translate this ideal, and make
this ideal universally applicable.
In this preparatory remark, let me read out a small
paper, which I’ve prepared for this occasion. The title
of my paper is “Cultural Confluence in the GangaMekong Region.” I use the word “confluence”, because
it is in fact a very happy symbiosis and synthesis of the
cultures of India and the local cultures of the respective
countries. So, it is a confluence. Not overpowering of
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one culture or the other, but an amalgamation: a mutual
give and take, with mutual benefits. So, it is a cultural
confluence. So, I’ll read out: the mode of any tentative
cooperation with enduring and comprehensive
development for the parties involved is usually based on
mutual understanding, and sharing of historical past, the
present, and the future prospects. I say yesterday also
that we are tradition-bound countries, and our tradition
is not a dead tradition. Our tradition is a live tradition,
and a live tradition is that which is deeply rooted in the
past, firmly footed in the present, and has a glorious
vision of the future.
The guiding principle is the “dharma”. We are all
dharma-centric societies. Dharma is a sustaining
principle, regulating principle, enhancing principle.
Therefore, we always care for dharma-centricity. In the
context of Ganga-Mekong regional cooperation, a wideranging initiative of multinational and multiregional
cultural tie-up is needed to enhance and boost the close
relations between India and countries of the Mekong
region. This is necessary for regional balance and
progress, as well as for the well-being of the world at

large. The present seminar is conceived with the view
to deliberate on this significant aspect. River Ganga is
held in high reverence by the people of India. Hinduism
and Buddhism grew and developed in this region. River
Mekong also is the life force of six countries of Southeast
Asia, and commands great respect where Vedic dharma
and Buddhism flourished along with the local religions.
It is interesting to note that the two rivers have not only
been the vitalizing force in the countries involved, they
have commonality of culture as well. The word
“Mekong”, we’re told, is linguistically changed form of
“Mae Ganga”. It’s a very important term for the Indian
people, just as “Ganga” is an important term for the
people of the Mekong countries. For Indian people
“Mekong” is important, for people of Mekong countries
“Ganga” is important. So, it is mutual.
River Ganga and river Mekong are the two arteries
of Asia, through which culture flows in different parts
of Asia. Keeping this fact in mind, the governments of
Mekong-Ganga valley started, in August, an initiative
to revitalize their age-old legacy for the sake of uplifting
the common people of the region. Formally, MekongIndian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Ganga Cooperation was established on November 10th,
2001 at Vientiane, the capital of Laos. It’s comprised of
six-member countries: India, Thailand, Myanmar, Laos,
Cambodia, and Vietnam. The factors which combined
all the six countries of Mekong-Ganga Cooperation are
anthropological, because of our past ancestry; religious,
we have common religious aspirations; cultural, all forms
of cultural manifestations are shared by these countries.
We shall have soon a dance performance, which is in
fact a very vital force within the cultural manifestations.
In the present time, trade and defense, can also be a very
important factor. Trade has always been a factor, but
defense is also now very strategically important.
Therefore, if you have to survive we have to defense
ourselves, and defense should not be in isolation. It
should be in cooperation. So, all the countries of the
Mekong region should have a common defense treaty.
This is what we would like to emphasize. Not only just
a commonality in trade, art and culture, but also in
defense. Already we have such an organization for
defense, and defense exercises have been undertaken
among countries within the Indian Ocean region. Today,
in Hanoi, one such a conference is scheduled to take
place.
The influence of Buddha’s teaching on humankind
remains pervasive and spread rapidly both in India and
beyond her boundaries to gain a lasting hold on the lives
of countless millions throughout the countries in the
Mekong valley and in the world. India, through its “Look
East” and “Act East” policies has tried to invigorate the
cultural and religious linkages between India and the six

nations of the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation. Because of
this policy and the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation all these
countries have widened their horizon of cultural,
religious, and economic relationships. Buddhism has
provided the base for further development in the fields
of trade, commerce, science, and technology. Strong
relations between India and other nations of the Mekong
valley are the best examples of the success of the
Mekong-Ganga Cooperation, and the Look East and Act
East policies of the government of India.
The bonds among these nations are a natural one.
This is what I would like to emphasize. Our relationship
is not artificial. It is not something which is imposed by
the forces of circumstances. It is something which is
instinctive and natural. The bonds among these nations
are a natural one, not a contractual relationship: linguistic
affinity, modes of living, housing pattern, dresses, folk
narratives, pre-historic religious and cultural affinities et
cetera. There are many similarities between the nations
of the Mekong valley and the northeastern part of India.
Maybe in South India there is also some commonality.
The two epics of India namely Ramayana and Mahabharata
have been adopted by the societies of Ganga-Mekong
valley as their own creations. They consider with pride
that the events of Ramayana took place in their own
society. Apart from Ramayana and Mahabharata, ancient
Indian texts give detailed descriptions of societies
residing in the Mekong valley, and thereby lending
credence to our age-old cultural links.
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If we discuss the special features of the Mekong valley
we will begin with Myanmar, because of its greater
proximity to India. In the Indian scripture, we do not
have an idea about the time of cultural interface between
India and Myanmar. Perhaps, the two were on country
at once, geographical unit, once upon a time. Buddhism
and Hinduism coexist and thrive together in Myanmar
without any confrontation and make it possible for the
two to complement each other. Vedic culture, particularly
the Ramayana culture, was very popular along with
Buddhism. We’re told that there are sixteen versions of
Ramayana available in Myanmar. Three other forms are
also available there. These forms are political version,
prose version, and dharmatic version. As far as Buddhism
is concerned, it’s a country where monastic Buddhism
of the Theravada sect thrives. Pali and Theravada
Buddhism infused a new life into the heterogeneous
cultural and ethical units that constitute the Burmese
race, and welded them into a strong nation imbued with
a sense of solidarity. This sense of national unity and
homogeneity has been awakened in the Burmese people
only through the medium of Theravada Buddhism, which
has brought a universal gospel. Linguistic interface
between Pali and the language of Myanmar is also a
strong element directly or indirectly responsible for the
creation of cultural bond between the two societies.

Like Myanmar, Thailand is also an important center
for Hindu and Buddhist culture from historical times.
Many statues and figures of gods and goddesses in the
northern Indian style of iconography suggest that cultural
interface between India and Thailand took place in the
first two centuries of our common era. Dhvaravati
kingdom of Siam, with its capital of Lopburi, was a
special specimen of fusion of the two cultures. The
Ramayana culture of Siam is also an important feature
of the Thai-Indian combined culture. Thai version of
Ramayana is an excellent literary piece of Asia. The
biggest version of Thai Ramayana was composed in,
we’re told, 50,288 verses. This is as big as the Ramayana
of India. All Kings of Thailand declare themselves as
incarnation of Rama. They love to be Rama: Rama I, II,
III, and so forth. There are at least six versions of
Ramayan available in Thailand. Ramayana culture is an
integral part of Indo-Thai cultural and social life.
Thailand is a unique example of pure Buddhist culture,
which is non-sectarian, non-bigotry, and shelter for
multi-dimensional cultural assimilation, whilst major
Buddhist temples are decorated with pictures and stone
panels of the Ramayana stories as the subject matter.
The Ganesh-Buddha temple is also the best example of
a temple of Lord Ganesh. Apart from religious cultural
relationship between Indian and Thailand, language of
Thailand is also influenced by ancient Indian languages
like Sanskrit and Pali. Anthropological study shows that
people from Thailand settled in India. There’s a very
important community of Assam known as “Tai
community”.
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Cambodia is also an integral part of Ganga-Mekong
culture. This is a center of wonderful architectural
specimen. This is the best example of Indo-Cambodian,
Hindu-Buddhist art. Cambodian culture carries all
aspects of Indian culture with some variations. Sanskrit
inscriptions of Cambodia are its best examples. The “Mae
Bon” inscription contains 218 verses; of course, my
sources of information come from secondary sources
only. In this way, hundreds of Sanskrit inscriptions are
available in Cambodia, which follow the rules and norms
of Sanskrit poetics and grammar. In ancient Cambodian
inscriptions, the authors have used the poetic measures
of Sanskrit. The subject matter of learning among the
people of Cambodia came from the Vedas and other
ancient Indian texts. The architectural advancement can
be witnessed in the temple complexes of Angkor Wat
and many other temples. Here, Hindu and Buddhist gods
and goddesses are established in the temples. The art of
icon making in Cambodia are very close to Indian
iconography. Social and religious practices are mostly
the same in Indian and Cambodian society. As part of
the historical evidence the people of Cambodia are mixed
with the Aryan and the Naga race. So the Indo-Cambodian
fusion of race, culture, religion, and society needs special
mention for research studies.

Laos and Cambodia have common cultural trace, but
Laos has a very important Indianized cultural trace. Lao
people clearly accept that they are of Indian origin.
According to Lao literature, during the reign of Ashoka
many people migrated to the Indo-China region through
Assam and Manipur. Based on this assumption, Laos
claimed that this is their lineage. Some scholars believe
that Laos is a border outpost of Indian culture. The main
symbols of Indian culture in Laos are Buddhism and
Ramayana. Ramayana is a very important aspect of Lao
culture. There are four versions of Ramayana in Laos.
The stories of Ramayana are either engraved or painted
on the Buddhist viharas. The Ramayana culture of Laos
is unique in some sense because here Buddhism became
a part of Ramayana. It describes the life of the Buddha
and other characters too. So there is a unique synthesis
of Buddhism and Ramayana and Hindu culture in Laos.
Buddhism and Hinduism entered into Laos around 2nd
century B.C., but Indian culture became the state culture
of Laos in the medieval period. Laos is the follower of
Theravada Buddhism. Lao way of life, Indian culture,
and Buddhism are so tightly intertwined that one is hardly
distinguishable from the other.
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The fifth and a strong country of the Mekong valley
is Vietnam. The bond between India and Vietnam is
natural and is not a fabricated one. The two great epics
of India, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, have been
adopted by the society of Vietnam, as their own creations.
There was a Ramayana in the Cham language, which
was considered to be the national epic of Champa.
However, this is not available now. An old inscription
suggests that there was an old temple dedicated to the
great poet Valmiki in Champa, and it was deconstructed
by the King. It is surprising to know that the inscription
by the King indicates that there was no temple of the
great poet Valmiki in India at the time. There was a great
reverence for Valmiki in Champa. Here, the King has
been compared to Rama. So, it may be concluded that
the Vedas and philosophy of the Ganga made up the
curricula of Champa, and kings had scholarship in all
the scriptures. The Ramayana, Mahabharata, and other
Vedic texts were very much available in Champa, and
all kings used to be considered as wielders of these texts.
Kings of Champa used to have the names taken from
these texts. Buddhism has been an important religion of
Vietnam since ancient time. In Champa, Buddhism
occupied a very important place in the lives of people.
Champa was taught also Buddhist scriptures. When the
Chinese general Liu Feng attacked Champa, he carried
1350 texts from Champa after his victory. There was a
very important center of Buddhism in Champa, and
statues of the Buddha have been found in this area.

On the basis of cultural ties, I conclude now, between
India and the countries of the Mekong valley, there is a
matter of research on why such strong cultural bonds
have become so weak in modern times. The colonial rule
in India, Myanmar, and other countries was maybe one
of the causes. After independence India has taken
initiative to strengthen and revitalize all sorts of
relationship with them. All six nations can write success
stories in the fields of trade, commerce, diplomacy,
cultural relations, defense et cetera. The proposed
seminar, I hope, will consolidate the possibilities for a
better relation in the future. Let me again tell you and
confess that my presentation is not based on direct
experience but on secondary sources only.
(Based on transcription prepared by Ms. Pan Lu and proofread, edited,
and reviewed by Mr. Ken Witoonchart)
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ABSTRACT
The study of cultural controversies in the Mekong
region indicates some people lack understanding of
shared culture in the region. The researcher uses the
concepts of cultural nationalism and cultural economy
to explain the causes of cultural controversies that are
widely debated on the internet and point to the
background of shared culture in ASEAN to reduce
prejudice and strengthen relations between countries. It
has been found that cultural nationalism and cultural
economy concepts cultivate and reproduce a sense of
cultural ownership. These factors create negative
attitudes towards neighbors and affect cooperation among
ASEAN members.
Keyword: Thai Studies, ASEAN Studies, Boundary
Dispute Management, International Relations
Introduction
Disputed claims that common culture belongs
exclusively to one country frequently occur between
ASEAN members in the Mekong delta (Mainland
Southeast Asia) because each ASEAN member desires

to be the origin land of the culture. ASEAN members do
not wish to share of culture even though the state
members shared the common culture before they were
separated by boundaries during colonial times. This led
to cultural controversies which affect the international
relationship between ASEAN members and becomes a
sensitive issue. Moreover, nationalism of ASEAN
members and aggressive attitudes towards neighboring
countries along with usurpation of business opportunities
from cultural tourism, products and services conflicts
over common culture continue eruption. As such,
ASEAN members try to register cultural heritages with
the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization) to show expression of only
one cultural heritage owner, giving some neighbor
countries displeasure and it may cause conflict to escalate.
For example, Thai and Cambodians claim over “Khon”
(Ramayana dance) and posture of traditional dance which
is called “Jeeb” (touching of the inside of the forefinger
with the thumb). In peninsular Southeast Asia such as
in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore, there were
country claims over “Batik” fabric, drums, puppet
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shadows, or even foods. Even, nowadays people can
access information via the internet easily to learn more
and connect with neighboring countries but conflicts
from cultural controversies seem to erupt and spread
more easily than helping people understand each other.
This affects the sense of unity among ASEAN people
and building ASEAN Community that is a goal of the
ASEAN Socio-Cultural community (ASCC).
ASCC is the main pillar of three ASEAN Community
pillars that also consist of ASEAN Economic community
(AEC) pillar and ASEAN Political Security community
(APSC) pillar. All of the ASEAN pillars are important
to build community and raise the quality of ASEAN
people but most people know only of AEC. ASCC does
not get enough attention from people even though it is
directly involved with ASEAN people. Most people
understand ASEAN Community is the same as AEC,
which is actually only an agreement of ASEAN
Community (Lehmacher, W., 2016).
ASCC aims to make people aware of the ASEAN
Community and be familiar with social responsibility to
achieve unity of ASEAN people by building identity

among diverse caring and sharing society. If ASEAN
continue to have conflicts because members lack
understanding of ASEAN common culture and over
nationalism adhering, ASEAN community and feeling
of being an ASEAN citizen will not happen because
nationalism creates a sense of cultural ownership leading
to a feeling of “this is mine, not yours”. Sharing culture
is impossible (Chong, 2014, p.63).
So this research will point to the problems of cultural
controversy cases from claims over common culture
which create the tensions between ASEAN members in
the Mekong delta and study the causes of cultural
controversies to form a better understanding among
ASEAN members.
Widely Debated Cultural Controversy Cases in
ASEAN
1. Ramayana Dance (Thailand-Cambodia)
Ramayana Dance is a traditional dance based on the
story from the Indian epic named Ramayana. It is
traditionally performed with different styles in each
ASEAN country. This dance is unlike Indian dances
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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which are very nimble and strong than traditional dances
in Southeast Asia. With regards to dancing in Southeast
Asia, there is a common main stance posture. It is the
knee stretching and squatting. This imitates to the holy
frog which is an animal that represents fertility of the
land (Wongtes, 2016b).
On the 6th of June 2016, the meeting of the Committee
on the Promotion and Conservation of Cultural Heritages,
Thailand prepared to submit the list of “Khon” (Thai
Ramayana performance) to UNESCO as an intangible
cultural heritage because Khon is a distinctive performance
that is clear and reflects the complete cultural wisdom
of Thailand. After this news was released, young
Cambodian people posted pictures and objectionable
messages through social media that Khon did not belong
to Thailand but belongs to Cambodia only. This sparked
of nationalism and became a national agenda because
Thai people were dissatisfied and led to debates on the
internet (MGR Online, 2016).
Phnom Penh Post, Cambodia reported that the Thai
government is preparing to register Khon performance
as a cultural heritage to UNESCO. Phnom Penh post has
pointed the Cambodian Ramayana show based on the
Ramayana epic from India and believe that Khon of Thai
royal has cultural roots from Cambodia by quoting from
the book, “Acting: An International Encyclopedia of
Life”, written by Beth Osnes, says that Cambodian
Ramayana show was introduced in Thailand during the
Cambodian invasion before it developed from the
original to Thai Khon (David, 2016).

Fig.1 (Left) Cambodian people posted pictures that
Khon does not belong to Thailand but it belongs to
Cambodia only through social media (Hilight.kapook.
com, 2016) (Right) The ASEAN plus Ramayana festival
from 8 countries. (Press Reader, 2016)
In 2011 and 2016 in Thailand, the International
Ramayana Festival was to show that neighboring
countries in Southeast Asia also have version of
Ramayana but it is just a different style. The countries
that participated in this event included Cambodia, India,
Indonesia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand (Press Reader, 2016). This event should have
made people understand about common culture but it
was not successful as much as expected because the
ASEAN festival expo in 2016 was arranged with ASEAN
Ramayana dance with wide debates of claiming
Ramayana dance between Thais and Cambodians.
2. Thai National Costume (Thailand-Cambodia)
In 2017, there was an online conflict between Thai
and Cambodian facebook users about Thai National
costume of the beauty contest “Miss Universe 2017”.
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“ASEAN Beauty Pageant ”Facebook page posted the
picture of Miss Thailand Universe wearing the Thai
national costume “Mekhala Lorkeaw” or “chasing the
light” was inspired from the local story about giant
“Ramasoon”who is the God of thunder. He wants to
catch Mekhala, the goddess of light. Miss Thailand
Universe plays as Ramasoon with the lifted-size doll of
Mekhala (Coconut Thailand, 2017). Some Cambodian
people negatively commented on this post that Thailand
is copying the local story of Ramasoon and Mekhala
from Cambodia and also found evidence to prove that
this culture is originally from Cambodia. Thai people
also reacted to the Cambodians who claimed the culture
that led to arguing regarding non Mekhala issues on
social media. For example, Cambodian people posted
the ancient map of Chenla (the ancient empire of Khmer)
and asked Thai people “Where is Siam … kingdom”,
Thai people also post the map of Rattanakosin B.E. 1839
when Siam occupied Khmer and ask back “Where is
Cambodia hahaha”. Some Thai people try to explain that
Thais and Cambodians are very similar in terms of culture
because they have common culture and the culture comes
from the same place. (ASEAN Beauty Pageant, Facebook
Page, Posted 4 November 2017).
Fig. 2 Thai National costume/Comments from Thai
and Cambodia Facebook users fight to claim over culture
that is the inspiration of Thai National costume and some
of them also comment on something that is not related
with the point of conflict (ASEAN Beauty Pageant,
Facebook Page, posted 4 November 2017).

3. Laos National Costume (Thailand-Lao)
The first Miss Universe Lao 2017 wore a National
costume that is inspired from Loy Kratong festival
(worship to the Goddess of the river ceremony). The
Lao’s national dress was criticized as some Thai people
felt that Laos are imitating Thai traditional festival.
Facebook Page “Lao Morng Thai” posted the picture to
compare Thai and Lao national costume and said
Thailand has inspiration from Thai folk literature but
why Laos has inspiration from Thai festival. Some Thai
people said Loy Kratong is a Thai festival and asked why
Lao claims this culture to be an inspiration of the Lao
National costume. Especially, the floating lanterns with
the Lao National dress, it is very clear that Lao is
imitating the Thai traditional festival because Thailand
has been launching floating lanterns festival (Loy
Yipeng) in Chiang Mai every year. But some Thai people
said, Loy Kratong is common culture of Southeast Asia.
It does not belong to Thailand only.
Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), India
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Some Lao people say that Loy Krathong is originally
from Laos since the ancient times. It became a sensitive
issue and created conflicts between Thai and Lao people.
Both Lao and Thai people were seen to be impolite and
use inappropriate words to claim over Loy Kratong
Festival. Some Lao people said they do not agree with
the Lao National costume because Laos has another idea
to show Lao culture better than Loy Kratong. (Lao morng
Thai, Facebook Page, Posted 20 November, 2017).
Many Thai news agencies try to create a better
understanding of Loy Kratong festival to stop online
conflict. They report the situation on social media
between Thai and Lao citizens and try to publish the
understanding of common culture of Southeast Asia’s
ancient times. Also, a Thai news agency suggested that
Thai and Lao should not argue about claiming over
culture because Thailand and Laos are like brothers
(Rueang Lao Chao nee, 2017). Moreover, the Thai news
agency “Khaosod” reported that low relief in the Bayon
temple of Cambodia may tell the story of Loy Krathong
which is older than the Sukhothai period (Thailand). This
low relief is the oldest empirical evidence in Southeast
Asia which records Loy Krathong tradition in the region
(Khoasod, 2017).
4. Songkran Festival (Thailand and Singapore)
Songkran is the Sanskrit word which means moving.
It is a New Year’s Eve tradition of Buddhist states in
Southeast Asia following the lunar calendar. Myanmar
calls it “Thingyan” (water festival), Laos calls it “Wan
Sang Khan”, Cambodia calls it “Jol Cha-nam Ta-mey”,

Malaysia calls it Songkran but only Malaysian people
who are the Thai ethnicity in Perak (MGR Online, 2014).
Traditionally, water is used as the symbol to moisturize
each other in the hot summer time. It is the main element
in this ceremony. There are blessings from adults and
making merit to give gratitude to ancestors. For modern
Thai society, Songkran is a family day. Thai people will
visit hometown and make merit with family to start a
happy new year. Nowadays, Songkran also promotes
tourism as a water festival, which cuts off traditional
beliefs.
In 2014, Singapore promoted Songkran festival. It
sparked criticism of Singapore on social media because
Thai people believed that Singapore wanted to attract
tourists from Thailand to Singapore during Songkran
festival. Some Thai people believed that Singapore was
taking this opportunity to divert the tourists from
Thailand during political turmoil and Thailand will lose
tourism income to Singapore (Prachachat Online, 2014).
These comments are published via Pantip.com (A
Famous Thai community on the internet), Facebook and
other social media. There was a rumor that the Thai
Ministry of Culture threatened to sue Singapore and seek
the patent for Songkran which brought more criticism
from some Thai people. And some Thais had an opinion
that the Ministry of Culture is protecting Thai culture in
the wrong way. But now the Thai Ministry of culture
refuses the news and asks the media to present the news
carefully because it is a sensitive issue that could affect
international relations.
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The website, “www.celebratesongkran.com” has been
promoting to celebrate Songkran 2014 event in
Singapore, organized by a private Singaporean company
called JBozz Consultants. This event took place in the
Padang, the business district without sponsorship from
government agencies. The organizer’s newsletter
indicated that the purpose of the event was to publish a
good understanding of Thai culture with an exciting
international atmosphere. This is the largest celebration
of Songkran Festival 2014 in Singapore but it will not
have “water splashing” because they wish to organize
this event in line with the water saving campaign of
Singapore Government. The organizer does not want to
waste water on activities like splashing water. They got
a lot of feedback from the public when they approached
the PUB (The Public Utilities Board, Singaporean
statutory board of the Ministry of the Environment and
Water Resources responsible for ensuring a sustainable
and efficient water supply) to explore how the event
could support water conservation efforts (Zaccheus,
2014), and found that it is unreasonable to waste water
when the country is suffering from drought It is a dry
Songkran but does not mean Songkran festival in
Singapore will be canceled. On the other hand, this is a
new dimension of Songkran. There are exhibitions on
water conservation and promotion of a water-saving
campaign. Entertainment activities such as Muay Thai
(Thai boxing), street market, parade and concert from
Thai artists still go on (Thairath Online, 2014).

The Causes of Cultural Controversies
1. Lack of understanding of common culture
Actually, the controversies from claiming common
cultures is a very small thing and should not be argued
among each other because ASEAN had a common culture
before it was separated into territories by Western idea.
In Southeast Asia since the ancient times, there was no
clear boundary and no one knows the origin of common
culture. The ancient states were regimes by “Mandala
model” which the center of the state will have a high
cultural concentration and the culture will dilute
concentration depending on distance. There is a cultural
exchange and flow of cultural interaction. Many common
cultures had been inhabited for thousands of years because
they are located in the same monsoons both in the
mainland and maritime. It has a uniquely indistinguishable
history. This can categorize common culture in Southeast
Asia in 2 eras: 1) before getting external culture and 2)
after getting external culture (mixed with the local
culture). There are three periods: 1) getting Hindu and
Buddhism 2) getting Islam, and 3) getting western culture
(colonial periods). Sujit Wongtes said in his study
“Common cultures in Southeast Asia”, that if ASEAN
people neglect their costumes and spoken languages, it
is difficult to identify their nationality because of their
similar appearance. They can bed separated from
costumes and spoken languages only (Wongtes, 2016a).
ASEAN members which have a common culture can
be divided into 3 main group, 1: cultural groups of the
Mekong River (Thai-Lao-Cambodia-Myanmar-Vietnam)
2: Malay Peninsula cultural group (Malaysia - Indonesia
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- Brunei - Singapore) which the Bahasa language is the
best evidence to show they certainly have a common
culture. They also have the agreement between MalaysiaIndonesia and Brunei to call it “Bahasa Riau”. And 3:
Filipino cultural group that had been heavily influenced
by Western cultures such as Spain and America integrated
with local culture (Culture, Sports and Tourism
Department, 2014).
In Southeast Asia ancient state before the “nation
state“, there were many movements of exchange and
cultural interaction between people at all times. When
the emergence of the nation-state ideology divided the
land and made a clear border, it was the beginning of
claiming over common culture that had been shared
before.
2. Cultural Nationalism and Revisiting of Historical
Spread Through media and Basic Education
A major obstacle of building ASEAN community is
a cultural conflict among people who still adhere to a
nationalistic conscience. This is not conducive to the
creation of a community that requires people to be aware
of the “identity among the diversity”. ASEAN people
are still “nationalist” not regionalist. A community of
conflict is a picture that people are familiar more with a
community of cooperation. The concept of cultural
nationalism looks at the dimension of using culture as a
tool to create a sense of nationalism among the people
to gather harmony and national devotion. It expresses
patriotic sentiment among people and requests people to
sacrifice their own interests for the national interest.

The study of Peri Pamir (Pamir, 1997) can describe the
concept of cultural nationalism in term of diversity of
ethnicities. Culture is a center of pride for the people in
society. The diversity of ethnic groups come to live and
share cultures, languages and beliefs in the same nation.
People will gradually dissolve their self and identity into
the main culture. The key concept of cultural nationalism
of Pamir is that various races coexist in a society and
create cultural diversity under one umbrella. People in
societies may feel proud of social ideology but do not
pay attention or show that they have pride in the other
races of society. This cultural nationalism concept of
Pamirn corresponds to the modern state that shares a
common culture although they have not shared a common
background. The ideas and feelings of nationalism are
driven by national ideologies and the main norms of the
society.
The concept of cultural nationalism that is consistent
with the concept of Pamirn is the study of Saichol
Sattayanurak (Sattayanurak, 2008), in which she uses a
historical approach to demonstrate cultural issues and
conflicts from national ideologies that responded
politically to build the patriotic consciousness. Regardless
of the ethnicity of the people, if they belong to the nation,
they must take responsibility and always remember the
duties for the nation such as the national motto. The
motto is determined national ideology to make people
realize the responsibility for the nation, for example;
Thailand motto is loyalty to the nation, religion and the
monarch.
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From the study of cultural nationalism concepts to
explain the cause of conflicts from claiming over
common culture in ASEAN, it is demonstrated that
culture has been used as a tool to create a nation. After
many countries in ASEAN have gained independence
from the colonies, all of ASEAN members got the
experience of nation building. Even in the past, ASEAN
members have relationship with each other but when
they were divided to build nations their relatives are
separated by borders. People in ASEAN are separated
from each other and cultivated to focus on national
interests. The impact of cultural nationalism makes
people forget the truth that people in ASEAN have had
a good relationship and high mobility of people and
cultures before development of modern states and they
shared a common culture before. It could not determine
the true owner of culture because of its easy migration
and transfer prior to the establishment of boundaries.
The power of nationalism in ASEAN has clearly
emerged after the Second World War in which Southeast
Asia nations fought for independence from the colonies.
It created a sense of nationalism to make people have a
feeling of unity. After liberation from colonialism, many
countries in ASEAN chose to make history to define a
common identity. A history book of primary school
focuses on self-reliance, bravery and ancestors sacrificing
blood to protect the country including the unity of the
people. Moreover, a history that student learn is the
history of war. This creates a sense of unfriendliness for
neighboring countries. Even though, ancient state at that
time were totally different than nations today.

3. Cultural Economy
Cultural economy is another concept which explains
the causes of cultural controversies from claims over
culture in Mekong region. This concept is the change of
cultures into cultural goods and services which are
unique. It adds more value to the products and services.
Being an originated country of culture will help that
country have high income from cultural goods and
services more than non-original countries. The concept
of cultural economy is part of a new economy or a
creative economy. It is added to the value by human
thought (Wisetmongkol, 2010). The creative industry
will be a key driver of economic development. It consists
of 5 main economic sectors: 1: Digital Economy, 2: Bioeconomy, 3: Creative Cultural Economy, 4: Social
Economy and 5: Silver Economy (NSTDA Thailand,
2017).
The concept of cultural economy by Teresa Amabile
and Mukti Khaire (2018), indicates that the new economy
will use art, music and culture as the key to driving the
economy because the consumer not only purchases a
product or service but also buys the culture. The study
of Krairuerk Pinkeaw (Pinkeaw, 2001), also supports the
cultural economy concept of Amabile and mukti that the
consumers will learn the culture from the cultural
products and services for example, if the consumers buy
a Kimono (Japanese traditional dress), they will learn
how to wear it or if the consumers eats Chinese food,
they will learn how to use chopsticks. The exotic cultural
products and services will stimulate the demand of
consumers.
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When cultural products and services are unique and
support the consumer tastes, it will increase revenue and
the rate of economic growth for the country of original
culture. If the cultural products and services are with
guarantees that it is an original product and service from
the original country, it will increase the confidence of
consumers that they are receiving genuine product. The
significance of converting culture to cultural goods and
services is indirect preservation of culture. While trying
to preserve the culture, it has to make people believe in
the benefits from preservation of culture as well.
The conceptual framework of cultural economy from
the study of Celia Tuchman-Rosta (Rosta, 2014) said,
to support economic benefits. It should involve cultural
preservation because today, culture has changed from
being a way of life to being sacred to economic benefits.
Every culture, tradition or performing art has played a
significant role in the ritual and created a way of life
during the ancient times but now it should adapt to the
challenges of modern society. The cultural goods and
services will give economic benefits for the country and
enhance culture preservation at the same time. In case
of royal Cambodian dance in the past was reserved for
the king and the royal family only, but now it came out
to promote the tourism of the country. If the royal
Cambodian dance has not been carried out to provide a
benefit for the country, the dance will be dissolved.
Due to the Mekong region being a region of rich
culture, the promotion of the cultural industry is the
mission of the Ministry of Culture in all Mekong countries
to support economic growth. Also, the restoration of
cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible is necessary.

To promote cultural products and services serves the need
to improve the economy and increase tourism competition,
so this framework has clarified clearly why the Mekong
region has many conflicts from claiming over common
culture because it is in the interests of the country.
Challenge and conclusion
Nationalism and cultural economy makes people
realize their national interests only. If ASEAN people are
nationalist, they will focus on national interests and will
not care about regional interests. This is going to be an
obstacle and affect the mechanism of the ASEAN
cooperation. This will leads to the wrong attitude and raise
conflict between ASEAN members. Building ASEAN
Identity and cooperation on ASEAN Socio-Cultural issue
should start with the updating of the curriculum of
historical contents about ASEAN members which focus
on peace and better understanding with the neighboring
countries more than study of only the history of war and
creation of a sense of enmity (Voice TV, 2013). If ASEAN
people want to develop themselves into a truly ASEAN
Community, they should make better relations through
knowledge of cultural and social frameworks of neighbors
by learning ASEAN member languages and going to visit
ASEAN countries. Understanding the history of the region
by recognizing that identity and culture will create a good
attitude for all of us. In terms of ASEAN Socio-Cultural
cooperation, ASEAN still need to promote the role of the
people and the society as the backbone of ASEAN
cooperation in various dimensions to prove that being a
people-centered community is no longer just a dream.
ASEAN itself as a newly invented region is not the
natural perception. To make people aware of the ASEAN
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community is still challenging. It should bring the spirit
of the original cross-community to create a community
based on shared perception such as the spirit of crossborder community which developed a long-lasting
family, ethnic, historical, and economic link for a long
time. Examples include northern Malaysia and southern
Thailand, or eastern Malaysia and Indonesia including
the south of Philippines (Arpornsuwan, 2014). Today,
ASEAN teenagers are connecting to each other through
social media because they left their cultural roots and
changed to the urban culture. They are recognized and
linked to ASEAN community. They do not care about
the history that develop enmity or nationalism too much
and are interested in ASEAN languages and built
relationships with an open mind for better future of
ASEAN.
Creating ASEAN awareness, ASEAN people have
to build a common identity for a sharing and caring
society to achieve the unity of the ASEAN people. Till
date, most people only acknowledge AEC (ASEAN
Economic Community) because it is promoted more than
other pillars, but it is important to understand that all
three pillars equally play an important role supporting
each other (The Government Public Relations Department
(Samutsakhon), 2014). If member states do not
understand and do not respect each other, they cannot
cooperate on trade and investment. ASEAN needs to
create stability and prosperity for the community. If
ASEAN people still have conflicts because of lack
understanding of ASEAN common culture and adhere
to nationalism too much, the feeling of being an ASEAN
citizen will not happen.
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ABSTRACT
The proposed paper traces the popularity of the river
Ganga in 21st century Khmer language, literature and
culture. The Khmer language is spoken in present-day
state of Cambodia, northeast Thailand and South
Vietnam. So, the popular perception as recorded in this
paper represents the view of major part of mainland
Southeast Asia.

The paper looks back deep down in the history during
the pre-Angkor and Angkor periods. In fact, the name
Ganga is so popular in modern Cambodia, that many
parents prefer to name their children as Ganga,
pronounced in Khmer language Kongkea, but it is written
exactly Ganga as in Devanagari script. The Khmer tongue
cannot pronounce the Sanskrit letter “g”; they, therefore
write “g” but pronounce it as “k”. The name Ganga is
an integral part of Thai and Laos languages as well, where
it is known as Menam khung kha.
The paper will also examine some of Sanskrit and
Khmer inscription of Angkor empire, ranging from 6th
to 12th century to explore the historic basic of this
popularity.
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Buddhism: A Uniting Force among the
Asian Nations
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ABSTRACT
The two rivers - Ganga flowing in Bharat (India) and
Mekong originating in the Tibetan plateau and flowing
through China’s Yunnan province and making boarder
with many countries like Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia,
Vietnam and finally joining the Pacific Ocean—are not
merely two rivers, but cradles of Bharatiya culture and
various other cultures but essentially the Asian culture in
which Buddhism plays a vital role towards identification,
unification and fraternity.
Buddhism arose in Bharat during the 6th century BCE
but with the keen and active interest of kings like Aśoka,
Menander, Kaniṣka, etc. as well as those of mercantile
community and even common people, it crossed the
Bharat’s boarder and reached new lands in South and
South-East Asia like Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia etc. It also
travelled to Tibet, China, Mongolia, Korea, Japan and
other neighbouring countries.
Being liberal and rational in nature, Buddhism was
easily accepted in foreign and alien cultures. As a result,
varieties of sects and sub-sects, groups and sub-groups
developed in this religious fold. However, despite
superficial differences the essence remained the same with

the Buddha’s teachings of Noble Truths, Middle Path,
Dependent Origination, No-soul theory and so on so forth.
Though ethnically and racially people residing in these
nations are different, their languages, ways of living, food
habits, dress etc. vary, but what we notice that the essence
of the Buddha’s message of love, compassion, good-will
and humanness remain similar. The Buddha says in
Saddharmapuṇḍarīkasūtra (Lotus Sūtra) - “Ekaṃ hi yānaṃ
dvitīyaṃ na vidyate, tṛtīyaṃ hi naivāci kadāci loke.....”,
which conveys the message that though we may appear
different outwardly, we are the same intrinsically ‘humane’.
The Light that started at Bodhgaya in Bihar state of
Bharat became the Light of Asia but not for Asian people
only. Today it is enlightening the entire world
Bharat has always given more emphasis on winning
over by heart than winning in the war field-the Buddha’s
message that Emperor Aśoka realized as early as during
the 3rd century BCE. Today if Bharat thinks and acts upon
‘Look and act East’ policy, it is essentially based on the
Buddha’s message of love, friendliness and compassion
that flow through the waters of Ganga and Mekong and
bridges the whole South and South-East Asia.
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been identified and India looks forward to work
effectively on these areas specially through culture and
education. Under India’s Act East Policy, the focus is
more on connectivity, to develop the infrastructure for
economic engagement with Mekong- Ganga region.
Keywords: Culture, Mekong-Ganga Cooperation,
Regional Cooperation, Act East Policy.

Mekong-Ganga Cooperation: An Overview
Prof. Dr. Jaran Maluleem*
Faculty of Political Science, Thammasat University,
Thailand
Dr. Mohd Faheem
Pridi Banomyong International College, Thammasat
University, Thailand
Corresponding author: runkantima@yahoo.co.th

ABSTRACT
The Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) is a regional
cooperation forum for enhancing understanding between
Mekong and Ganga countries in the field of culture,
education, tourism, transportation and communication.
The MGC aims to focus on a shared cross-learning
between communities of practitioners, policymakers and
scholars focusing on transboundary and regional
cooperation. For India, engaging with MGC countries is
part of India’s Look East Policy and also an opportunity
to enhance trade and investment with Mekong-Ganga
region. There are different areas of cooperation that have

Background
India ha s taken the initiative to form a sub-regional
organization Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) with
the five countries of Southeast Asia in November 2000,
in the capital city of Laos in order to engage with
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam. This
regional engagement gives boost to India’s Look East
Policy. The objective of Look East Policy is to connect
Eastern world with strategic manner and also become a
rapidly developing economy at global level (Sayantani
Sen Mazumdar: 2009). The formation of the MekongGanga Cooperation Initiative (MGCI) is based on the
objective of replenishment of the cultural patch between
India and the five nations of the Mekong River, namely,
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam. In
this way, India encourages building up connectivity with
these five countries in the areas of physical and social
infrastructure such as air links, rails, roads, Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) along with
engagement in culture, education, skills development
and other technical areas.
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In other way, the MGCI is one of the important
platforms for the country of Ganga River and the
countries of the Mekong River and their attempts for
better connectivity. Economically, the Mekong-Ganga
Cooperation Initiative is to develop tourism investment
guide and tours package for MGC countries. Through
this attempt, there is possibility of joint research in the
areas of arts and more interaction between artists and
writers of different fields. This also provides opportunity
for more scholarships to students and financial assistance
for doing researches related to MGC. In recent years,
there has been fast development of East-West corridor
project and the Trans-Asian Highway which gave further
boost to the relationships. Development of IT
infrastructure and establishment of more air connectivity
between India and Mekong countries was observed (India
Today: 2001).
During Thai Foreign Minister Surin Pitsuwan’s visit
to Delhi in July 2000, the idea of formation was brought
forward. Initially, it was supposed to be called the GangaMekong Swarnabhoomi project, because of the
civilizational similarity of the countries of Mekong with
India with regards to the joint effort in culture and
education areas. At that time, a few days later in Bangkok,
during the sideline meeting of the ASEAN ministerial
conference, the Mekong Five and India formally came
up with the Mekong Ganga project.
Since Ganga and Mekong are regarded as two greatest
rivers in Asia and during the same period two great
civilizations emerged, this created an idea of developing
a project to create linkage between the two civilizations.

These prospects of linkages exist because of historical
relations in terms of people to people connect from both
regions and also a lot of cultural similarity like religious
and cultural practices. The aim behind this initiative was
to reconnect and provide new landscape in the new world
order for the nations of Mekong without diminishing
their local identity. Before the formation of the MGC
project, there was another sub-regional collaborative
venture between India and the countries of Southeast
Asia in the form of BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative
for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation),
established in 1997.
The MGC is a region looking for an entity of goodwill
on the basis of historical connectivity. India is very much
ensured on MGC project in terms of sustainability. In
the strategic front, engagement of India with MGC is a
matter of influence because China plays important role
economically and culturally in MGC region. In reality
in term of influence in Mekong region, China is in a
better position from India especially with countries like
Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam, especially in the field of
trade. The main concern of MGC cooperation for India
was to develop its Northeast part economically and
enhance trade and communication with the countries of
MGC region. Initially, India had given importance to
areas like tourism, culture and education in order to
improve social and economic relations with the member
countries of Mekong-Ganga region.
In other way , the role of MGC is to conduct strategic
studies in the form of joint marketing, starting the
Mekong-Ganga Tourism Investment Guide, develop the
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system to facilitate people for travelling in the region,
to expand communication and transportation facilities
in order to enhance tourism sector especially in culturalreligious areas. This motive comes into a positive outlook
regarding relationship between two regions, with
physical connectivity playing a crucial role. The
infrastructure development would help member countries
to develop transportation facilities, especially in the
East-West Corridor and Trans-Asian Highway.
Completion of these transportation networks would
emerge as link between New Delhi in South Asia and
Singapore in Southeast Asia via different cities like
Kolkata, Dhaka, Tamu, Kalemyo, Mandalay, Yangon,
Chang Mai, Vientiane, Bangkok, Phnom Penh, Ho Chi
Minh City and Kuala Lumpur.
This Mekong-Ganga cooperation focuses on
information technology, infrastructure networks and air
link. The cooperation deals with the formation of network
of educational institutions and universities in the region
that focus on the classics transition of MGC countries
into other MGC languages and also organizes book fairs
by participating of member-countries on commercial
basis (Amit Baruah: 2000). MGC also intends to create
awareness among global community towards solidity of
political establishment through cooperation among
member-countries which are dominated by multiple
levels of cultural, economic and political background.
Significance of MGC from India’s Perspective
The MGC is vital for India because of access to
ASEAN markets, possibility of economic benefits on

mutual basis, development of infrastructure and transport
and also enhancing energy security. There are two major
projects which promote transportation connectivity in
six countries and these projects are; the East-West
Corridor project and the Trans Asian highway. There are
immense economic benefits expected with the completion
of Asian Highway Project to link up countries of South
and Southeast Asia and boost tourism and cultural
advancement. India has already taken initiative to build
road connectivity between Tamu (Manipur) and Kalemyo
in Myanmar.
The foremost important aspect of MGC project is
connectivity in all forms and provides immense
opportunities for India and the most significant aspect is
to develop North East part of India through India’s LookEast policy in order to achieve prosperities for India and
also for MGC region countries. Brahmaputra Valley plays
a significant role to bring effectiveness of MekongGanga Cooperation Project. As a matter of fact, if there
is an establishment of trade in the region then prosperity
of the region would follow.
India is very optimistic on Mekong-Ganga Cooperation
project as one and its prospects. This MGC initiative
surely leads towards a lot of benefits in terms of social
and economic. In term of prospect from membercountries’ view, it will surely strengthen cooperation in
the field of information technology, infrastructure
networks and tourism sector.
It is well known fact that working among membercountries on integration and collaboration would lead to
shape up better projects and outcomes, considering the
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benefits to each and every country involved. In order to
develop a deep cooperation between India and the
member countries of Mekong, there are various concerns
to tackle such as reducing trade deficit, strengthening
regional value chains, promoting foreign direct
investment, connectivity, and develop border economic
zones. Mekong-Ganga cultural fusion is also an important
area where all countries involved have to work together.
The journey of the cooperation faces a lot challenges but
continued mutual confidence, trust and understanding
among countries would help to realize the project as
dreamed by founding architects of the project. There are
approaches of development and sustainability in
cooperation and at the same time there is engagement in
dialogue process in cooperative and fervent manners
uniting the region to work mutually.
Areas of Cooperation from India’s Perspective
There are four major areas of cooperation in MGC
project namely culture, education, tourism and
transportation which are perfect foundation for deepening
trade and investment. In 2002, a meeting on 6th MekongGanga Cooperation in New Delhi showed interest in
Mekong River and countries in its influence. In the later
stage, after new central government was formed in 2014,
there was a change in India’s Look East Policy into the
Act East Policy to have India engaged in very effective
way to involve in ongoing projects especially on MGC
through different levels. There was emergence of demand
from the diplomats of ASEAN in this regard and India
had taken a course of change in its foreign policy towards

the region of Southeast Asia in order to engage it in more
effective manner.
For the strengthening the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation
Initiative, India and Cambodia came together and signed
two MoUs in tourism sector in September, 2015. Under
these MoUs, India has undertaken five Quick Impact
Projects Initiative in order to improve bilateral
relationship in the fields of agriculture, healthcare,
tourism and women empowerment. India has also given
50,000 US Dollars of grant to Cambodian government
to upgrade the Entrepreneurship Development Centre
which has been existing since 2004.
In July 2016 with the support of India, MGC countries
came forward for executing of cooperation project in
order to build the Asian Traditional Textile Museum in
Cambodia’s Siem Reap and India’s Nalanda University
established a data center. All the member countries of
MGC have agreed to have specific collaboration projects
on human resources training, working groups and the
promotion of tourism sector. There are fifteen more
scholarships added in existing numbers on different new
fields to the member countries of Mekong region. Several
ideas are proposed in order to improve the usefulness of
the MGC. For this effectiveness, there is a need to have
private players involved in the projects of MGC. The
MGC scholarships programs are diversified in beneficial
manner and also strengthening cooperation in the fields
of education, human resources development and sciencetechnology with India taking a leading role.
Under the program of Indian Technical & Economic
Cooperation (ITEC), 50 scholarships are provided to
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member-countries of MGC region in the fields of culture,
engineering, tourism, management, teachers training,
film directing, sound, lighting and stage management,
Apart from that there are 900 scholarships already
provided every year. There is also announcement of new
centers of excellence in software development and
training. There is partnership between India and member
countries of Mekong region on the existing capacity
building programs in the areas of law enforcement,
financial markets, space and ICT. There are three quick
impact projects in Lao PDR and two in Myanmar which
are under consideration and beside those, there are nine
projects in Cambodia and five in Vietnam already under
implementation phase (Ministry of External Affairs of
India, 2017).
On the cultural front, there is 5th International
Buddhist Conclave hosted by India and on that occasion,
MGC partners were invited as Guests of Honour in
October in 2016 in New Delhi, Varanasi and Sarnath. A
total of 275 delegates attended from 39 nations including
famous Buddhist people from Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam. India is actively
engaging with Myanmar to develop the Buddhist Trail
in order to develop opportunities in the field of tourism
between India and the countries of Mekong region. In
Nalanda University, there is an opportunity to study on
Asian history and Mekong-Ganga region. With the
support of MGC countries, India looks forward to
establish the Common Archival Resource Center at
Nalanda University.

For the future engagement, India has drafted a Plan of
Action (POA) 2016-18 for the future direction of MGC
and in this regard, there was a meeting of ASEAN
Connectivity Coordination Committee (ACCC) plus
India in Indonesia in 2017. In that meeting, there were
steps taken for the extension of trilateral highway to
Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam for further enhancement
in the area of tourism especially in marketing, exploring
tourist destinations for outbound tourists as the prime
agenda of the plan.
Conclusion
The Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) promotes
intra-regional collaboration among Cambodia, India, Lao
PDR, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam in the areas of
trade, tourism, culture, education, transport and
communications. Both the Ganga and the Mekong rivers
have given cultural civilizations. The MGC initiative
aims to facilitate closer cultural contacts among the
people inhabiting in the two major river basins. There is
also to create necessary infrastructural facilities in the
Ganga-Mekong basin areas; and encouraging active
participation in poverty eradication. Since the MGC is
formed, it provides tremendous developments on the
fronts of tourism, education, culture, transportation and
communication by engaging of India and MGC. To some
extent it provides an optimistic landscape in term of
doing trade and investment but still lot of efforts are
needed especially in the form of connectivity and cultural
interaction from the people of both sides. Under the
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India’s ‘Act East Policy’, more focus is needed on
connectivity with Mekong- Ganga region in term of
physical linkage. Through the MGC, India moves
effectively in ASEAN in different areas through
cooperation projects.
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ABSTRACT
The oldest kingdom in lower course of the Mekong
river was named in the Chinese account as Funan which
dates back to 1st century CE. The person who started the
dynasty of Funan was known in the inscription of Campā
as Kauṇḍinya, a Brahmaṇa from India, who married
Somā, a local queen born from a Nāga’s king. The
religions that were followed in the kingdom were
Hinduism and Buddhism. Another kingdom named by
the Chinese account as Chenla was started in the later
part of 6th century on the northern part of the lower
course of the Mekong river by a king named Bhavavarman,
a descendant of the Kauṇḍinya-Somā family.
Bhavavarman and his cousin, Mahendravarman, the
second ruler of Chenla, were staunch Śaivite. Despite
the strength of Śaivism under the rulers’s support,
Vaiṣṇavism also coexisted. Buddhism which was quite
strong in Funan but in Chenla kingdom it was weakened
through lack of the rulers’ support. This paper will base
mainly on the inscriptions found in Mekong region that
date back to the 2nd century until the 7th century.

Epigraphic Evidence
The oldest Sanskrit inscription in Southeast Asia
(SEA) is the one found at Vocanh, Khanh Hoa province,
Vietnam. It belongs to a vassal state of Funan, the oldest
kingdom in the lower course of Mekong river. It dates
back to 2nd or 3rd century CE. (Cœdès 1975, 40). As far
as its script is concerned R.C. Majumdar is of the opinion
that it derived from the script of the Kushans used in the
central part of northern India but, according to K.A.
Nilakantha Sastri, the alphabets of Farther India (SEA)
has the influence of the script of the Pallavas
predominating. (Ibid., 30-31).
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Translation
(Line 6) …..compassion for people….(L7) first-victory………
(L 8)…The best among kings commanded in the assembly (on the full moon day?)……..
(L9)……let them drink the nectar in the form of speeches of the group of kings.
(L10-11) ….the royal family of illustrious Śrīmāra…..the son of the family……. Śrīmāra, who was a better choice
of the two elephants, who was devoid of bias regarding the world……
(L12)…..who had ascended the throne, who treated his sons his brothers and others equally, proclaimed the command
beneficial to his subjects in the midst of……his own men.
(L13) When they (people?) are satisfied I gave to my beloved and my useful friends, silver, gold, movable and
immovable, granary ….and or whatever.
(L14) All that I have permitted must be approved also by the future (L15) kings. My servant, Vira….., must also
know………… (See Majumdar, Book III 1985, 1-2).
From the content of the inscriptions it seems that a
certain king who might be a descendant of King Śrīmāra
performed some religious charities to some religious
institutions which possibly were Buddhist or Hindu. The
terms like karunā, gati and agati etc. are usually
Buddhistic terms. Early arrival of Buddhism in Vietnam
is indicated by the discovery of Buddha image of
Amarāvatī style at Dong Duong (See Cœdès 1975, 43)
Śrīmāra, according to the History of China’s Southern
Chi, was Fan Shi-man (Cœdès 1975, 38). The inscription
also tells us that the official language of the area where
the inscription was discovered was Sanskrit. (Ibid, 40).
It is interesting to note that a king of Funan, known in
Chinese as Fan Chan, who ruled Funan in the middle of
the 3rd century, sent one of his relatives named Su-wu
on an embassy to India. At that time the Muruṇḍas ruled
the northern part of India. (Ibid., 41).

Dynastic origin of ancient Cambodia
According to the My-son stone inscription (657CE)
of Prakāśadharma, the dynastic origin of Funan (1st to
6th century CE) and Chenla (550-630), the two ancient
kingdoms of Cambodia, is mentioned thus:
Verse 17: The king of the Nāgas had a daughter named
Somā. She was the founder of a family on the earth. It
was under some special circumstances that she dwelt (on
earth) following human way of life.
Verse 18: She married an excellent Brāhmaṇa named
Kauṇḍinya for (accomplishing) certain work. The action
of Brahmā is indeed unthinkable in causing something
to happen in the future.
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Verses 19-21: The illustrious King Bhavavarman, whose
birth to become king was acquired from the pure
continuous family which branched out from a part of
that family (of Sama and Kauṇḍinya) became, because
of blameless offsprings, adorned by the people till today.
He always praised the three powers and with great
heroism he destroyed the pride of the host of his enemies
and of the rivals in the battle field. He had a brother
named Illustrious Mahendravarman who became king,
who destroyed the arrogant enemies, and who, with his
power, increased his territory under his rule like the sun
rising with increasing energy. It was well known that his
prowess was equal to that of Indra. He begot a favorite
son (Iśānavarman), the source of happiness, like the
policy of the wise persons. (See Majumdar, Book III
1985, 8).
The similar account on the dynastic origin of Funan
is also found in the account left by the mission of the
Chinese envoys Kang Tai and Chu Ying who visited this
country in the middle of the third century. (See Cœdès
1975, 37-38). Bhavavarman mentioned in the inscription
was the first king of Chenla who ruled in the later half
of the 5th century.

Neak Ta Dambang Dek Inscription
It was found at Neak Ta Dambang Dek, Treang
province, Cambodia. It contains five Sanskrit verses. It
begins with the invocation to Viṣṇu and records the pious
donations of Kulaprabhāvatī, the chief queen of King
Jayavarman (475-514) of Funan. She installed an image
of god in Kurumbanagara inhabited by Brāhmaṇas and
built an Āśrama (hermitage) with a tank and a dwelling
house. This indicates that the inscription belongs to
Vaishnavism. ((See Majumdar 1953, 1-2; (Cœdès 1975,
59)
Ta Prom Inscription of Rudravarman
The inscription belongs to the temple of Ta Prohm
and was found in the province of Bati. It was erected
during the reign of King Rudravarman (514-c.550) of
Funan and begins with the invocation to the Buddha.
This indicates that Buddhism is one of the faiths that
existed in Funan. (See Majumdar 1953, 4-7; Cœdès 1975,
59)
	Hinduism and Buddhism seems to co-exist in Funan
but I-Ching, the Chinese pilgrim who passed through
Chenla on his way back to China recorded that Buddhism
which used to be prosperous in Funan was completely
destroyed by a wicked king. (Cœdès 1975, 67)
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Si Thep Inscription
The inscription was found at Ban (village) Wang Phai,
Vichian Buri district, Phetchaboon province, Thailand.
It is written in Sanskrit and highly dilapidated. It reads
as follows:
1. - - śakapatisaṃva [tsare]
2. - -śubhrāṣṭamo - - 3. – [di]kṣūrvyadvayā na pra--- - 4. – ler abhyastabhūri- - 5. . . . . . . . . . . . nanda - 6. vidito dikṣu vikhyāta - 7. kāṭā vai - - bhūtyaiṣa - 8. śivāṃs sthāpayet so pi rā[jā]
9. śrīcakravarttinaptā śrī
10. prathivīndravarmmatanayo ya[ḥ]
11. śrībhavavarmmendrasamas tasya
12. ca rājyodbhave kāle
(Cœdès 1964, 158; See also CNPT 2016 Vol. I, 82-83)
Translation
In the year of the king of the Śakas.................(Line
2) the 8th day of the bright fortnight........(L3) in
quarters…one undivided earth........not........(L4)....
many.......were studied.....(L5)...delight....(L6)....(he)
well known in ten quarters......(whose)……. was well
known .............(L7).....on account of prosperity......this
very person..........(L8) Even the king must have erected
images of Śiva (L9-12), at the coronation of King
Bhavavarman, grandson of the illustrious Universal King
and son of the illustrious Pṛthivīndravarman, who was
equal to Indra.

The inscription tells us that images of God Śiva might
have been erected at the place where the inscription was
discovered at the time when King Bhavavarman I was
crowned king. He was grandson of the Cakravartin and
son of Pṛthivīndravarman.
Cakravartin in this inscription is clearly the same as
Sārvabhauma mentioned in Citrasena’s inscriptions
mentioned below. He is identified with King Rudravarman
(414-c.550) of Funan.
Citrasena, son of Vīravarman, also claimed that he
was the grandson of Sārvabhauma, i.e. Rudravarman.
Bhavavarman and Citrasena were thus cousins though
the Citrasena’s inscription says that he was the youngest
brother of the former.
The fact that the inscription uses Śaka era, the oldest
that uses the era found in Thailand, indicates that it had
cultural linkage with India. The Śakas, the people
originally of Central Asia, invaded India in the middle
of 1st century CE. They used to rule Gujarat and extended
their territory up to Mathurā. One of their king created
their own era in 78 CE and later the era was used also in
Deccan and in Southeast Asia (Basham, 62; 496). It also
indicates that Bhavavarman, the first king of Chenla,
extended his territory up to Si Thep in Petchaboon
province, Thailand. There is an evidence that
Bhavavarman still ruled in 598 CE and he was a Śaivite
king. (Cœdès 1975, 67-69)
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Veal Kantel Inscription
The inscription belongs to the reign of King Bhavavarman I of Chenla kingdom and was found at Prāsād Ba
An, about 1 km from Veal Kantel to the west of Mekong river near Stung Treng. It is written in Sanskrit containing
7 verses which can be rendered in English as follows:
Verse 1: The illustrious King Bhavavarman has a cousin, daughter of Vīravarman. She is, righteous and she is the
second Arundhatī, as it were, because she is devoted to her husband.
Verse 2-3: Illustrious Somaśarman, the moon among the Brāhmaṇas, who is Ākṛtisvāmī (?), who married her, the
(future) mother of Hiraṇyavarman, and who is the chief of Brāhmaṇas who know Sāmaveda, erected Illustrious
Śivaliṅga Tribhuvaneśvara and the image of the Sun God along with the great homage and plentiful donation to
the priests.
Verse 4: He gave the Rāmāyaṇa, the Purāṇas and the whole of the Mahābhārata and arranged the reading of them
every day without interruption.
Verse 5: As long as the power of Tribhuvaneśvara remains here ………who………………………………............
Verse 6: The righteous part of the one who performs good deed may………
Verse 7: The one who steals even one book (will be killed?) …………………………………………………..
(See Majumdar 1953, 18-19)

The inscription tells us that at this temple not only
Śivaliṅga was worshipped but the image of Sun God was
also worshipped as minor god. This may indicate that
some section of the people were the Sun-worshippers.
The knowledge of Hinduism was also disseminated
through daily reading of the Hindu religious texts, namely
the Rāmāyaṇa, the Mahābhārata and the Purāṇas.

Citrasena’s Inscriptions
Several inscriptions of Prince Citrasena who later on
became king of Chenla named Mahendravarmā
(Mahendravarman) were discovered in the east and
northeast of Thailand. The first part of the inscriptions
introduces his leaneage and their later parts describe his
conquest and his erection of bull Nandi, Śiva’s vāhana
(mount), or Śivaliṅgas, as the symbols of his conquest.
This signifies that Mahendravarman was a Śivaite, the
follower of Śaivism. One of his inscriptions discovered
in Roi Ed province says:
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The prince, whose name was Citrasena, who was the
grandson of the Universal king (sārvabhauma), who was
the son of illustrious Vīravarman, who, despite his being
the youngest brother of Bhavavarman, was nonetheless
inferior with regard to his might, who was anointed king,
and thereafter obtained a new name as Mahendravarmā
(Mahendravarman). Having conquered the entire lands,
he, who had firm faith in the God who has a bull as his
flag (Śiva), erected a bull at this spot. After having
removed the original image made (of wood?), the Tamer
of the enemies (the king) kept the subduing bull (Nandi)
in confinement, as it were, by erecting the wall of stones.
(CNPT 2016 Vol. I, 111).
The inscriptions signify that Mahendravarman was a
staunch Śaivite and that he extended the territory to a
large part of eastern and northeastern Thailand in the
early part of 7 century.
The Inscription of Khao Noi
The inscription (637 CE) was found at a group of
three temples (prāsāda) on Khao (hill) Noi (small),
Tambon Klong Nam Sai, Aranyaprathet district, Sa Kaew
province, eastern part of Thailand. It is written in Sanskrit
and Khmer on a doorframe of a temple. The fourth pāda
of all stanzas are missing possibly because the stone on
which the fourth pāda was engraved was detached and
disappeared. It belongs to the reign of King Bhavavarman
II of Chenla kingdom. According to this inscription he
still ruled in 637 CE apart from 639 CE, the date given
by Cœdès (1975, 72).
This is the only inscription found in Thailand that

begins with invocation to Viṣṇu and it is the only
inscription with earliest date, discovered in Thailand. It
tells us that Iśvarakumāra, the royal servant of King
Bhavavarman II, who served under the king as the Lord
of Jyeṣṭhapura. He erected the image of Lord Viṣṇu in
the year 559 of the Śaka era (=637CE). The Khmer part
gives the names of slaves given to the temple. This
indicates that the temple on Khao Noi hill was dedicated
to Viṣṇu.
Many fine statues of Viṣṇu of the period of cir. 7th
century were found in the provinces of Sakaew and
Prachinburi. This indicates that the cult of Viṣṇu was
quite prominent in the region in the same period when
the inscription was engraved. (See Prapandvidya 2015,
76-81).
Khao Rang Inscription
The inscription dates back to 561 of the Śaka era
(639CE). Hence it belongs to the reign of King
Bhavavarman II of Chenla. It was found on Khao Rang,
a small hill around 10 km to the west of Khao Noi
mentioned above. It begins with a verse in Sanskrit
followed by Khmer. There is no invocation to any deity.
Judging from some Pali words like Vihāra, pallaṅka etc.
used in the inscription it may indicate that it belongs to
a Buddhist monastery. (See Prapandvidya 2015, 87-89).
The fact that the inscription is mostly in Khmer
language may suggest that Buddhism was practiced in
the place where the inscription was found mostly by
Khmer speaking people and it did not play significant
role in the society.
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Vat Phu Stone Inscription of Jayavarman I
The inscription belongs to the reign of King Jayavarman I, son of Bhavavarman II. He ruled Chenla from cir. 657cir. 690 CE. (Cœdès 1975, 72). It is written entirely in Sanskrit in 5 stanzas as follows:
1. śakrādir vvijito mayā mama śarā moghaṃ gatā na kvacit
So ’vaddhyaś ca madhus sakhā mama sadā vaśyañ ca nṛṇāṃ manaḥ
2. ity evaṃ vigaṇayya mānasabhavo vyaddhuṃ gatas tatkṣaṇaṃ
yadroṣekṣaṇajātabhasmanicayo rudreṇa jejīyatām //1//
3. yenākṛṣtaṃ dvibhāraṃ saśaravaradhanur yyogyayāpāstam astaṃ
mātaṅgāsvīyamartyaprajavavalamanoyuddhaśikṣāvidagryaḥ /
4. sadgītātodyanṛttādyanupamadhiṣaṇā[śās?]tasūkṣmārthacintāratnaprajñātitikṣāvinayanayamatityāgaratnāmvudhir yyaḥ //2//
5. nānāśastakṛtābhiyogajanitavyāyāmakāṭhinyavatkamvugrīvama-horusaṃhatavṛhatpīnāṅsavakṣastanuḥ /
6. ājānupravilamvahemaparighaprasparddhivāhudva[yo]
yas saṃpūrṇṇanarendrasiṅhavalavadrūpābhirūpo bhuvi //3//
7. tasya śrījayavarmmabhūpati[pate]r ājñānubhāvoda[yā]d atra śrīmati liṅgaparvva[tava]re ye sthāyinaḥ prāṇi[naḥ] /
8. vaddhyantān na janena kenacid api prāptāparādhāḥ kadā
devāya pratipāditaṃ yad iha taddhemādikaṃ siddhyatu //4//
9. devasyāsya yathābhilāṣagamanā gacchantu naivāśra[me]
yānārohadhṛtātapatraracanābhyutkṣiptasaccāmaraiḥ /
10. poṣyāḥ kukkurakukkuṭā na ca janair ddevasya bhūmaṇḍaleṣv
ity ājñāvanipasya tasya bhavatu kṣmāyām alaṅghyā nṛṇām //5//
(Majumdar 1953, 48-49).
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English Rendering
Verse 1: May Lord Śiva conquer Kāma (the God of Love)
again and again by reducing him to a heap of ashes with
his enraging eye because he (Kāma) has prepared to
shoot an arrow at him (Śiva), thinking that he (Kāma)
has subdued Indra and others, that his arrows never failed
to hit the targets, that he is immortal and Madhu (Spring)
is his friend and that the human minds are always under
his control.
Verse 2: King Jayavarman has thrown away the extremely
heavy bow which, by practice, he used to string and was
put aside. He is excellent in both knowledge and practice
regarding fighting with elephants, horses and men with
mind, speed and strength. He is the ocean of gem in the
form of incomparable intelligence regarding true songs,
musical instruments, dance etc. and the ocean of gem in
the form of different treatises with deep meaning,
wisdom, patience, modesty, polity, understanding and
liberality.
Verse 3: He is possessed of the body the hardness of
which was caused to happen by athletic exercises and
by the strikes made with various weapons. His golden
stick-like arms, when hanging down, reach up to the
knees. Among the entire kings on earth he is as strong

as a lion. The beauty of his figure is exceptional. His
neck is like conch-shell. He has strong thighs, broad
chest and stout and strong shoulders.
Verse 4: By the great authority of the illustrious King
Jayavarman’s command, the living beings that roam in
this celebrated and beautiful Liṅgaparvata must not be
killed by anyone even though they have done something
wrong.
Verse 5: May the things such as gold and others which
are offered to the god here every day bring success. In
the āśrama of the god, people may move freely by
walking but not by riding on a vehicle, by using an
umbrella, or with a fine chowrie held up. The people
must not feed dogs and cocks on the premises of the god.
From the invocation to Śiva it is obvious that King
Jayavarman was a Śaivite. Liṅgaparvata is present Vat
Phu in Champasak province, Southern Laos. It was
known to the Chinese history of 6th century as Ling on
top of which there was a temple of God Po-to-li
(=Bhadreśvara) to whom human sacrifice was made
every year by the king during the night. (Cœdès 1975,
65-66).
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Conclusion
The contact between India and SEA must have started
few centuries BCE. The earliest inscription in SEA was
found in Mekong delta. It belongs to Funan kingdom,
the oldest in the lower course of Mekong river. From
epigraphy and religious artifacts, it is found that
Buddhism and Brahmanism or Hinduism coexisted in
Funan. Later Buddhism was got rid of by a king of Chenla
kingdom. However, despite Hinduism becoming stronger
Buddhism still existed in northeastern and eastern part
of Thailand, where Chenla used to extend its territory
during 6th to 7th centuries.
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ABSTRACT
The Rāmāyana of Valmiki – one of the two great
epics of India has molded the national character of India
right from the time of its creation to the present day. In
fact, it has inspired and influenced the people of South
East Asia and provided a common cultural chord. The
Rāmāyana influenced not only the Hindus but also the
Jains and Buddhists. India is the original home of this
great epic and from this country it traveled to the other
countries of South East Asia where different variations
of it emerged with innovations and additions introduced
by the creative genius of the people over there. The
scholarship in 20th century has helped to revive forgotten
memories of India’s Cultural links with her neighbors
by bringing to light how among other things, a single
story succeeded in establishing a shared ethos in many
parts of Asia. That story and that ethos belong to the
Rāmāyana originating in the region of Kosala in India,
the way it has spread to regions in South East Asia is a
fascinating study. The paper would deal with the
Ramayana Culture in the Ganga Mekong Region.

Introduction
The Rāmāyana of Valmiki, one of the two great
ancient epics composed in India, has molded the national
character of India right from the time of its creation to
the present day. In fact, it has inspired and influenced
the people of South East Asia and provided a common
cultural chord. The Rāmāyana influenced not only the
Hindus but also the Jains and Buddhists. India is the
original home of this great epic. It was from this country
it traveled to the other countries of South East Asia where
different variations of it emerged with innovations and
additions introduced by the creative genius of the people
over there.
The scholarship in 20th century has helped to revive
forgotten memories of India’s cultural links with her
neighbors by bringing to light how among other things,
a single story succeeded in establishing a shared ethos
in many parts of Asia. That story and that ethos belong
to the Rāmāyana originating in the region of Kosala in
India, and the way it has spread to regions in South East
Asia is a fascinating study. It is interesting to note that
this phenomenon belonged to an era that preceded all
those means of communication that are perceived today
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as the drivers for the spread of human knowledge. Before
tracing the manifestations of the Rāmāyana traditions in
many art forms in different parts of South East Asia, the
paper concentrates on different issues relating to the study
of the great epic and its Asian characters. In this regard,
two major factors may be deemed to be of prime
significance. Of these, the first is the literary tradition
that lends sustenance, while the second one is the
association with nobility that the personality of Rāma
was imparted.
Literary Tradition
Vālmiki’s epic is generally regarded as having taken
shape in the Pre-Christian era. His work is known as
ādikāvya (primeval epic) not because of its antiquity but
claiming it has been the pioneer and model in literature,
down the centuries. Bhoja in the medieval period refers
to Vālmiki as margadarshi. The power of the Rāma story
was, evidently such that the voluminous Mahābhārata
includes a version of it, known as Rāmopākhyāna. After
Vālmiki, the next great poet in the Sanskrit tradition who
handled the Rāma story is Kālidāsa whose long epic
Raghuvansham narrates the glory of the distinguished
lineage, before telling the story of Rāma in its beautiful
cantos. Stressing the debt which Kālidāsa owes to
Vālmiki, it is said that in all his writings – both poems
and plays – Kālidāsa has laid in his lines gold and gems
culled from the mine of Vālmiki. Thus, Meghaduta´ is
perceived to have been inspired by Vālmiki’s depiction
of Hanumān’s journey through the sky taking the
message from Rāma and the portrait of Shakuntalā,

abandoned by King Dushyanta, in the hermitage of
Mārica is seen as modelled on the Uttarakāṇda passage
which describes Sītā in the hermitage of Vālmiki.
Another significant contribution, also from the 7th
century, is Rāvaṇavadha³ of Bhatti, more popularly
known as Bhattikāvya. This work has remained one of
the lesser-known versions of Rāmāyaṇa in India. The
poetic tradition continues with Rāmacarita of Abhinanda
written in the 10th century. It contains fine poetry and is
noteworthy also for story elements not found in the
original version.Kshemendra, an 11th century Kashmiri
poet, produced Rāmāyana Mañjari in 6400 stanzas of
Sanskrit, richly reminiscent of Vālmīki. King Bhoja’s
Rāmāyana Campu, available up to the Sundarakāṇda
only, is another well-known work.
In the era of Bhakti, the story of Rāma underwent
transformation in the hands of different schools. Thus,
Bhusunḍi Rāmāyana blends the story of Rāma and
Krishna, while the Adhyātma Rāmāyana projects the
philosophy of advaita showing devotion to Rāma. Ānand
Rāmāyaṇa is rich in anecdotes. It is narrated in the form
of a dialogue between Shiva and Pārvati. It also contains
a sub-dialogue between Rāmadāsa and Virupāksha.
Adbhuta Rāmāyana equates Sītā with Shakti (Durga).
Adbhuta Rāmāyana is also called Adbhutottara Kāṇda
and professes to be an additional or eighth kāṇda or a
supplement to the Vālmiki Rāmāyana.
One of the most important works of ancient Sanskrit
literature are the Purāṇas. Here, the Rāmakathā has been
presented in a different way. In the Vishnu Purāṇa, some
other dimensions like Tādakāvadha have been added. In
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the Vāyu Purāṇa, the story of Rāma is not different from
that of Vishṇu. In the Bhagavata Purāṇa, Sītā is described
as an incarnation of Lakshmi for the first time in the
Paurāṇic literature. It also refers to Sītā’s svayaṁvara
and her repudiation. In the Nārada Purāṇa, a short account
of Rāma’s life (from Bāla Kāṇda to Yuddha Kāṇda) is
given in the first part (1.79), while the second part
contains the summary of all the seven Kāṇdas of the
Vālmiki Rāmāyana. In the Brahmana Purāṇās, it seems
to have been culled from different Purāṇās. The story of
Rāma in chapter 213 is taken verbatim from Harivaṅa
(Chapter 41). In this way, this is a collection of story of
Rāma from various Purāṇās.
In the Garuḍa, Skanda and Padma Purāṇās, the story
of Rāma has been presented in different ways with some
variations. Subordinate Purāṇas like Vishṇudharmottara
(400-500 A.D.) and the Vahni Purāṇa (16460 A.D.) have
also presented the story of Rāma in different ways. Here,
the development of Rāmāyana and Rāmakathā in
Sanskrit literature has been presented in a brief form.
Now, the variations and development of Rāmakathā came
about due to the sectarian influence, which emerged in
different phases. Except Skanda Purāṇa, which is Shaiva,
we find very little sectarian influence in the Purāṇas
mentioned above. But the sectarian influence is found
rampant in other Shaiva and Shākta Purāṇas which depict
Rāma either as a devotee of shiva or Devi, and attributes
Rāma’s victory over Rāvaṇa to the grace of either of the
two deities. In the Shivamahāpurāṇa, Sristikhanda gives
the story of Nāradamoha (Chaps. 3-4). In the Satikhaṇda,
Rāma tells her that he has incarnated at the behest of
Shiva (Chaps. 24-26).

The Devibhāgavata gives a Rāma-Kathā in connection
with Navarātra-mahātmya. Here also, Rāma disfigures
Surpaṇakhā. Rāma, as per the advice of Nārada, observes
navarātra fasts, as a result of which the Devi assures him
of his victory over Rāvana. Rāma worships Vijaya and
marches towards ocean with the monkey army (III. 28-30).
The Mahābhāgavata (Devi) Purāṇa, composed in
either East Bengal or West Kāmarūpa in 10th or 11th
century A.D., presents a story which is different from
that of the Vālmiki Rāmāyana. Rāma, who is requested
to incarnate by gods, declares that he cannot kill Rāvaṇa
as long as the Goddess resides in Laṅkā. The gods,
therefore, go to the Devi at Kailāsh. The Devi promises
that she will give up Laṅkā after Sītāharaṇa and assures
Rāma of her help. At the time of battle, Rāma praises
her many times. Brahmā also prepares a clay-idol of Devi
and worships her for Rāmā’s victory. Some other
sectarian literatures in Sanskrit have also depicted
Rāmakathā from their own point of view.
In Sanskrit literature, there are some independent
versions of the Vālmiki Ramāyana. The Yogavasishṭha
or the Vāsiṇva Rāmāyana, also known as YogavsishṭhaMahā Rāmāyana, is devoted not to describing the saga
of Rāma, but to an explanation of the means for acquiring
final emancipation. It is said to contain 32,000 shlokas,
and purports to be the instruction conveyed to Rāma by
Vāsishṭha before he was taken away by Vishvāmitra on
the tour which ended in his marriage. It is divided into
several Prakaraṇas, entitled respectively, the Vairāgyamumukshu-utpatisthiti, upāsāna and nirvāṇa-prakaraṇas.
The second independent version of the Vālmiki
Rāmāyana is Adhyātma Rāmāyana. It is one of the 85
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apocryphal versions of the Brahmāṇda Purāṇa, the
majority of which are modern works. Ekanāth, a Bhakti
saint from Mahārashtra (16th century A.D.), calls it in
his Bhāvārtha Rāmāyana a modern treatise composed of
excerpts from older writings and having no pretence to
be considered as emanating from the old.
It is a canonical book of the Vaishṇavas. It is highly
respected by all classes of Hindus for the beauty of its
language, flow of verse, its clear statement of the
Vedantic doctrines the combination of the path or
devotion with that of knowledge in the same way as the
Bhāgavata Gītā. These two versions of the Rāmāyana
provide philosophical interpretation of Rāmakathā.
In this way, the main versions of Rāmāyana in
Sanskrit have been discussed and the names of some
other works in Sanskrit resembling Rāmāyana have been
presented. In almost all Indian languages of Middle Indo
Āryan family and New Indo Āryan family, the Rāmāyana
has been produced but here there is focus on Sanskrit
versions of Rāmāyana and Rāmākathā.
The Rāmāyana has thus become the true literature of
Asia. Cutting across national boundaries, it has proved
to be a work of perennial interest to all sections of the
people of Asia as well as the world. In this paper, there
is an emphasis on the South Asian versions of Rāmāyana
or Rāmākathā which developed through the ages.
Rāmāyana or Ramkien in Thailand
Thailand traces the classical tradition to the days of
Rāma I (late 18th century) when the Rāmakien (also
known as Rāmakirti) appeared in Thai language. Many
later versions, abridged or modified, have since come

up; but it is sufficient to dwell upon the first, which is
held in high esteem. It is this version which stands
illustrated in the mural paintings along the corridors of
the Emerald Buddha temple. It is grand in conception
and delicate in execution. It is also a testimony to the
Asian capacity for assimilation of different stories or
versions into a single epic.
In the Ayutthaya period (1409-1767), the Rāmakien,
i.e., Rāmakirti became very popular, and kings came to
be known after the hero of the Rāmāyana. Even the capital
of Thailand came to be known as Ayutthayā. The
Rāmakien has several Kāṇdas, as in Vālmiki’s Rāmāyana.
In the reign of Rāma I and some members of the court
jointly produced Thai Rāmāyana in 50,286 verses, but
this was too bulky for the stage which was the original
aim. So, the poem was reduced to 14300 verses. The story
was further reduced in bulk in later times. A comparison
of this text with those composed in India reveals the fact
that the former broadly agrees with Vālmiki’s Rāmāyana,
while major deviations occur in regard to the origins and
genealogies of the main figures in some stories lying in
the background of the Uttarakāṇda. It is also very
interesting fact that Thailand is said to have been unaware
of Vālmiki until the reign of Rāma VI. This version of
Rāmāyana is said to be derived from a Cambodian
version, also known as Rāmākirti. The Ramkien can be
divided into five episodes.
Rāmāyana in Cambodia
In Cambodia, numerous inscriptions have been traced,
which establish how during the medieval period
beginning with the reign of King Yashovarman the
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Rāmāyana achieved popularity and prominence in
Cambodia. One striking example is a verse which
compares the city (Kambu-puri) to Ayodhyā and the king
to Rāma; reference is also made to Sumantrā and Mārica
who was terrified to hear even the first letter of Rāma’s
name. On the walls of the temples of Cambodia, there
are lots of inscriptional and artistic presentations in
different stages of development. On the walls of the
temples of Bantay Srei, we find one bas-relief representing
Rāma shooting at Vālin when the latter was fighting with
Sugriva. On the lintel of the Central tower of Bantay
Srei, there is a depiction of Virādha carrying Sītā. The
identification with Rāvaṇa instead of Virādha has been
proposed, but a very similar complete representation of
the episode, including in addition Rāma and Lakshmaṇa
shooting at Virādha simultaneously, appears later in
Angkor-vat. Again, the most impressive Rāmāyana
reliefs are found at the Angkor Vat. They were sculptured
during the first half of 12th century under Sūryavarman
II. They have also been described on all the pavilions of
the Angkor vat. In Cambodia, the Rāmāyana developed
in two ways - one in the form of literature and another
in the form of art.
Rāmāyana in Laos
In Laos, there are two versions of the Rāma’s saga
of which one text called Phra Lak Phra Lam, has been
published with text and introduction. Another version,
much smaller, is called Khvay Thuraphi. In the former
text, Rāvana, called here Rāphanasuam, is a more
dominant personality than Lam or Rāma, whose son is
Hullarman or Hanumāna. The monkey hero assumes
human form at the end. The marriage of Nang Sida (Sitā)

and Lam after the challenge of bow-lifting, the episode
of the golden deer and the story of abduction of Nang
Sida are all there, but there has been major induction of
Lao elements. The story has been conceived in the pattern
of a Buddhist Jātaka story. The second version of the
story is still remoter from Vālmiki’s Rāmāyana. One of
the versions of the Rāma Saga has been painted in the
temple of Vat pa ka. These texts seem to have been
composed in the last 150 years. Native history seems to
have been woven into the texture of the story. The story
of the Phra Lak Phra Lam has been painted in 29 murals
on the walls of the vat oub Mṇong temple. We have a
Ramakirti in Laos also, which stands closer to Vālmiki’s
Rāmāyana than to the Thai version of the story, but still
the differences are considerably wide.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the Mekong and the Ganga, the
two famous rivers of Asia not only as physical spaces,
but as shared cultural spaces realized in course of many
centuries through a network of social-cultural
relationships.
Introduction
The Mekong is the world’s 12th largest river. It is the
7th longest in Asia. The river originates on the plateau
of Tibet in China’s Qinghai province. 2,500 miles (4,000
kilometers) long, the Mekong flows about half its length
in China. After flowing though the Chinese province of
Yunnan, if forms the border between Burma and China.
It forms part of the present-day international border
between Burma and Laos and between Laos and
Thailand. Forming the lifeline of Laos and Cambodia,
the river drains into the ocean to the south of Ho Chi
Minh City. Vientiane, the capital of Laos and Phnom
Penh, the capital of Cambodia, both stand on its bank.
Geo-physically, the upper Mekong is a long narrow
valley comprising roughly 26 percent of the total area,
cutting through the mountains and plateaus of China.

Below the point where it forms the border between Burma
and Laos, the Mekong is stream, 1,454 miles in length.
At its last leg below Phnom Penh, the river divides into
the Mekong proper and the Bassac. In course of its final
journey to the sea, the river splits into many branches
and forms a vast and fertile delta, spread over 15,5000
square miles. In South Vietnam the river forms a vast
and fertile delta drained by its nine or seven channels.
In most of the Chinese sector, the Mekong is not
navigable. It is only at Jing Hong, capital of Xishuangbanna
autonomous prefecture in the Yunnan Province of China
that the Mekong turns into a navigable river. About 300
km south to Jing Hong, the river passes through the
Golden Triangle, where the borders of Thailand, Burma
and Laos meet.
In the Cambodian sector, the river becomes broad
and sluggish. Phnom Penh, the Cambodian capital is a
major Mekong port, navigable by ocean-going vessels.
At this point, the river forms the junction of four rivers:
the Mekong, coming down southward through Laos,
joins at Phnom Penh the Tonle Sap River, flowing down
from the Great Lake. From this meeting point in Phnom
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Penh, the river again splits into two branches, the Mekong
proper and the Bassac. The junction of the four waterways
is known as the Quatre Bras (or the Four Arms) in French
language. The place is called Chatomukha (Four Faces)
in Khmer language, emphasizing the cosmic symbolism
of the four cardinal points.
The Mekong as an Imagined Space
In the written and oral traditions of the river valley,
the objective space of the Mekong is transformed into
an imagined world inhabited by the supernatural beings
such as nagas and spirits. In the Laotian, Thai and Khmer
folklore, the naga with their family of ngeuk and ngu
live along the Mekong on its rocks and rapids. Like
India and China, these reptiles are given a magical
personality, endowed with the power to transform
themselves into human or any other form. They are
supposed to be the creators of the Mekong River
(Archaimbault,1958).
The Mekong Facilitated Migrations
Along the Mekong the ancestors of many of the
modern peoples migrated southward from what is now
Tibetan plateau in China. The “push to the south” caused
by the attraction the alluvial plains of the Mekong and
its fertile delta forced the earlier occupants to resort to
the mountains and wilderness along the Mekong. The
migrants themselves occupied the low fertile land on the
banks of the river. The mountains dominating the
Mekong became the forced resort of the nomadic
primitive people who practice hunting, gathering and

slash-and-burn agriculture, leading a Neolithic life style
even at the turn of the twenty-first century. The Indianized
and Sinicized population, living in the lowlands along
the Mekong, consider the highlanders as the groups
beyond the pale of civilization. Several waves of
migration of population have been postulated following
the downstream Mekong. (Terwiel, 1981).
Indian Contacts through the Mekong
The earliest Indianized kingdom in Southeast Asia
flourished during the first five hundred years of the
Christian era on the lower course and delta of the
Mekong. In the Chinese sources, this kingdom is called
Funan. Its capital was either Vyadhapura, the City of
Hunters or Angkor Borei(Nagara Puri) in the present-day
southern Cambodia. In the first centuries of Christian
era, Oc Eo was the port city of Funan in the Mekong
delta (South Vietnam). It was an important emporium
where foreign merchants assembled with their wares.
Two gold medallions bearing the likeness of Antonius
Pius, dated 152 A.D., recovered from Oc-Eo suggest that
this port was in direct or indirect contact with Rome.
Several objects from Oc-Eo are unmistakable pointers
to its trade relations with India. Intaglio and seals bearing
Sanskrit inscriptions clearly suggest that the Indian
traders had arrived in the Mekong delta as early as the
3rd century A.D.
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Lingaparvata in the Middle Mekong Valley
With the decline of Funan, new political center
emerged in the middle Mekong valley under the
leadership of first four kings of the pre-Angkorean
Chenla, in the second half of six century A.D. The new
city arose in the region of Wat Phu.
The temple complex of Wat Phu, situated on the right
bank of the Mekong in the province of Champassak in
southern Laos, was supported by a great city with double
enclosure of pre-Angkorean period (6th -7th centuries
A.D.) An aerial photography indicates a dense
occupation area spread over 40 kilometers around the
temple site: irrigation network, rice-fields, network of
communication, ramparts, monuments and villages. In
its present state the temple complex belongs to 11th-12th
centuries, but the original foundations were laid five six
hundred years earlier. The temple complex is built at the
flank of mountain at the height of 1416 meters. The
mountain is known by the name of Phu Kao (Old
Mountain) in modern Laotian language. But from the
second half of the fifth century A.D. it was known as
Lingaparvata. The mountain culminates into a huge block
of natural rock which evokes the shape of a linga. One
of the inscriptions of second half of the fifth century
A.D., found from the vicinity of the temple, suggests
that the mountain was already famous by the name of
Lingaparvata (inscription of Vat Luang Kao). A cave is
found one and half kilometers to the north of Wat Phu
on the flank of the mountain. Two short inscriptions,
engraved on the ceiling of the cave in pre-Angkorean
script, inform us that the cave was known as Vaktraguha

after the name of its founder, a certain Vaktrashiva. The
mountain itself is named Bhadrashaila. The text prohibits
all acts which may deteriorate the cave or lead to its
occupation for dwelling purposes (Cœdès: 1953, 12-13,
K 723-724). The sacred site of Lingaparvata enjoyed
special juridical privileges by a royal ordinance of King
Jayavarman I (Majumdar:1954, no. 36).			
Nava (New) Kuruksetra
In the second half of the fifth century, on the bank of
the Mekong in the vicinity of Wat Phu and the
Lingaparvata, King Devanika established the great
pilgrim center (mahatirtha) called Nava(New)
Kurukshetra. In the inscription of Wat Luong Kao, the
king prays that his New Kurukshetra should bring all the
merits which one thousand ashvamedha, one hundred
vajapeya and the gift of one thousand cows could bring.
The religious merits obtained by visiting a thousand
Kurukshetra should be present at the new Kurukshetra.
All the merits obtained by taking a holy bath at
Kurukshetra should be gained at New Kurukshetra. The
inscription of Wat Luong Kao which mentions Nava
Kurukshetra is dated around 4th -5th centuries. Therefore,
the New Kurukshetra on the bank of the Mekong is at
least one thousand five hundred years old.
Almost every educated Indian knows that the people
from York in England founded New York in the USA
some hundred years ago. But Indians at large, especially
those living in Kurukshetra of India, are blissfully
ignorant of one-thousand-five hundred year old Nava
(New) Kurukshetra. I hope India will take initiatives to
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establish a New Kurukshetra Museum on the bank of the
Mekong at Wat Phu to commemorate close relationship
of the Gangetic valley with this part of the Asian world.
The Mekong River-Side Studded with Sanskrit
Inscriptions
In fact, the military campaigns leading to end of Funan
and the rise of pre-Angkorean Khmer kingdom of Chenla were carried along the bank of Mekong in the
Cambodian province of Kratie, Chitrasena has left there
a Sanskrit inscription. The inscription, engraved on a
rock on the bank of river, records the installation of a
Siva Linga by Chitrasena.
To the west of Mekong near Stung Treng, Veal Kantel
has bequeathed another interesting Sanskrit inscription.
The inscription refers to the Brahmin Soma Sharman
who made arrangements for uninterrupted daily recital
of the Ramayana, the Mahabharata and the Purana at the
temple site which he had consecrated (Majumdar:1954,
no. 13). The temple of Han Chei on the right side of the
Mekong near Stung Treng offers two Sanskrit inscriptions
recording the installation of a Siva linga and the eulogy
of King Bhavavarman of Cambodia (Majumdar:1954,
no. 13).
From three different localities around the confluence
of the Mun with the Mekong River, replicas of a Sanskrit
inscription have been found, recording the installation
of a Siva linga or a Bull to commemorate conquest of
this region by Chitrasena-Mahendravarman (Majumdar:
1954, no. 15).

Ishanapura
In the seventh century A.D. during the reign of
Ishanavarman, the political and cultural life of the Mekong
valley gravitated towards the city of Ishanapura. Such
was the eminence of this city that the Chinese pilgrim
Hiuen Tsang called Cambodia by the name of this city.
Ishanapura has been identified with the group of ruins
at Sambor Prei Kuk north of Kampong Thom, where the
inscriptions of Ishanavarman are particularly numerous.
One of the inscriptions, particularly, mentions Ishanapuri
(Cœdès, 1968, 69). Over 100 temple-towers in brick,
some of them in more or less intact position, are standing
above the ground at the site of Sambor Prei Kuk. Many
of these temples bear Sanskrit inscription on their door
frames or lintels. It has been recently estimated that 55
temple structures stand with their wall.
The Sanskrit and Khmer inscriptions found along the
Mekong axis from Wat Phu to the lower reaches of the
river suggest the opening of the Mekong valley to an
intense intercourse with India. The pre-Angkorean
temples represented by single towers or groups of towers,
almost always of brick with doors framed in stone are
based on the Indic models imported in the Mekong valley.
Several Shaiva and Vaishnava temples shaped the
landscape of the valley. The Shaiva sect of the Pashupata
and the Vaishnava sect of the Pancharatra were popular
among the elites of the Mekong valley. These Brahmanical
sects led to sculptural representations of a variety of
forms and shapes. From more than one site in the Mekong
valley the images of Hari-Hara, the composite form of
Vishnu and Shiva have been found.
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The Rise of Angkor
In the beginning of the ninth century, the Khmer
centered their kingdom in the neighborhood of the Great
Lake in Siem Reap district which witnessed the rise of
Yashodharapura(Angkor), the first city in human history
of over one million people. This great city is, in fact, a
gift of the Mekong River.
In 1434 A.D., after the fall of YashodharapuraAngkor, the Khmer royalty left the fertile plain of the
Great Lake, and installed the new political center at the
junction of the four branches of the Mekong at Phnom
Penh.
The Post-Angkor Mekong Valley
In the fourteenth century, the Laotian kingdom of Lan
Xang flourished under the rule of Fa-Ngum (1353-1373),
a protégé of the Khmer king. Luang Prabang, the capital
of the Laotian state was located on a peninsula created
by the confluence of the Mekong and its tributary the
Nam Khane. In 1358 the statue of the Buddha, known
as Prabang, was brought to the city of Luang Prabang
from Pataliputra on the bank of the Ganga. The journey
of the statute is recorded in the Laotian chronicle. In
1563, the capital of Lan Xang was shifted to Vientiane,
a city located on the bank of the Mekong. Chiang Rung,
the City of Dawn, is another important Tai political center
on the bank of the Mekong in the province of Yunnan
(south-west China). It is the headquarter of the city state
of Sipsongbanna, the habitat of the Tai Lu’.

The Mekong Axis of the Laotian Ramayana
The Lao people understand their kinship relations in
topographical terms in relation to the Mekong. The river
is divided into two sections: the head (heua) or the
upstream and the tail (hang) or downstream. The kinship
relations are expressed in terms of the elder and the
younger. The expression phi naung designates elder
sibling-younger sibling in almost all the languages of
the Tai family. In a limited biological sense, the
expression signifies blood brothers and sisters or full
sibling (Tambiah, 1970, 16). Topographically the elder
brother is located upstream of the Mekong and the
younger downstream. The division of Khun Burom’s
empire among his seven sons takes place in relation to
the Mekong. The eldest receives the upstream kingdom
of Luang Prabang on the bank of the Mekong. His
remaining younger brothers receive other neighboring
kingdoms in Indo-China (Finot. 1917, 161).
The Tai principalities, muang, were ranked as elder
or younger. Luang Prabang was considered as the elder
muang or principality, since it was located upstream.
Champassak, situated downstream, was the youngest
muang. Vientiane occupied middle position both in terms
of topography and kinship relation.
The Laotian version of the Ramayana, known as the
Phra Lak Phra Lam is rewritten along the Mekong axis,
manipulating the story drastically in order to fit it in the
spatial metaphors of the Mekong. The kingdom of Rama
is placed at Muong Si Sattanak (Vientiane). Ravana’s
kingdom is placed downstream on the west bank of the
Mekong at Indraprasthanagara (Phnom Penh). The Indic
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story of the Ramayana is transformed into a struggle
between the elder and younger siblings, their kingdoms
located respectively upstream and downstream on the
opposite bank of the Mekong (Sahai: 1996).
Locating the events of the Ramayana in the Mekong
valley, the Laotian story teller offers a rich variety of
legends to describe the river. Through a variety of
interesting legends, a mythic cartography of the middle
and lower Mekong valley has been presented.
Interestingly, this cartography presents the real physical
geography of the river.
“Till 1970s the Buddhist monks in Laos recited the
palm-leaf manuscript of the Phra Lak Phra Lam every
year during three months of the rainy season at the
monasteries, spread all along the Mekong. Listening to
the melodious recital of the story, the Laotians were
overwhelmed by the exploits of the Bodhisattva Rama
along the Mekong valley. Every day they learnt about
some tributaries of the Mekong, some island or sandbars
in the river or about some dangerous whirlpool or rapids.
They heard about miraculous nagas, angry serpents and
wonderful fishes which lived in the water of the Mekong.
The dense forests, infested with ferocious elephants and
enlivened by beautiful birds, beast and insects, the
clearings and the rolling rice fields – the whole landscape
of the Mekong reemerged every day for three months of
the rainy season. The Laotians refreshed every year their
memories of the lived experience through the recital of
an elaborate, accurate and detailed account of the
Mekong.”

“Structurally the text is a collection of inter-related
movements along the Mekong. The protagonists of the
story, Rama, Ravana, their allies and their armies move
along the Mekong. The story progresses through these
movements which accurately describe the Mekong,
sector by sector, considering both the left and right banks
of the river” (Sahai:2005, 61-63).
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ABSTRACT
During almost 500 years of European colonialism in
the region, the strong cultural and trade relationships
built by trade routes in the Asian region has been
undermined and diluted, and people in the region have
lost its cultural affinity and become suspicious of each
other. For over 2000 years, the great civilizations of India
and China have had a shared history. They have traded
in such a way that it was largely exchanges and not
“invade, grab and run” trade. There have also been
cultural exchanges where Buddhism travelled from India
to China and East Asia via Chinese scholars who came
to India and translated Indian scriptures to Asian
languages. Today, with the economic centre of gravity
of the world shifting back to Asia, ancient trade routes
by river, road and sea could be rekindled with a 21st
century linking of the great rivers of Asia with the “road
and belt” of the new Silk Routes reinvented by China.
This paper float some ideas on how we could get over
the negative perspectives of each other – largely
disseminated by the western media and absorbed by the
Asian media - and re-establish this cultural affinity of
the past with imaginative grassroots community based

tourism and media networking along the two great rivers
of Asia and the new rail links of the ‘belt and road’
initiative.
Lecture
Ever since I moved to Singapore in 1997, I have
travelled widely in Southeast Asia and have felt a strong
cultural affinity to the region, mainly due to my Sri Lankan
Buddhist upbringing and culture, that we have borrowed
from India.
In recent years, I have also been deeply inspired by
China’s New Silk Routes or the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) projects. But, at the same time I have felt extremely
disappointed at the way it is seen in India – basically as a
threat to the region - rather than a revival process like
America’s ‘Marshal Plan’ to rebuild Europe after the
devastations of the Second World War.
During almost 500 years of European colonialism in
the region, the strong cultural and trading relationships
built by trade routes in the Asian region has been
undermined and diluted, and people in the region have lost
its cultural affinity and become suspicious of each other.
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To a large extent this is due to the negative reporting
of the region by the western media that is absorbed and
transmitted by the Asian media.
In this presentation - titled ‘Linking Ganga With Belt
and Road’ - I wish to float some ideas on how we could
get over these negative perspectives and re-establish this
cultural affinity of the past. I suppose this conference
and the Ganga-Mekong Project are geared towards that
endeavor.
For over 2000 years, the great civilizations of India
and China have had a shared history. They have traded
in such a way that it was largely exchanges - not “invade,
grab and run” trade.
There have also been cultural exchanges, where
Buddhism travelled from India to China and East Asia
via Chinese scholars, who came to India, took the
scriptures back and translated these to Asian languages.
The transmission of the Dhamma through printed
material, created a mass media in Asia at least 600 years
before the Gutenberg press in Germany. Yet, we teach
our young communicators that the mass media originated
in Europe in the 14th century.
If not for the writings of the Chinese scholar Xuanzang
in the 7th century, today, Indians may not be aware that
Nalanda University existed, as the invading Turkic
Muslims burned it to the ground in the 12th century.
These cultural exchanges have also influenced much
of Southeast Asia from the first millennium up to the
20th century.
At one stage it was fashionable to learn and speak
Sanskrit especially among the elites of the region - similar

to how English is seen today. This Sanskrit heritage is
reflected even today in the local languages and family
names used in the region.
With river, sea and road transport predominant in
those days, the great Ganges of the region played an
important part in the cultural exchanges over the
centuries. You see the Indian influences that have merged
with local cultures along the Mekong from Yunnan
province in China to the Mekong Delta in Vietnam. Even
today, the ancient Indian epic Ramayana is a major form
of artistic expression in Southeast Asia
It is time that we use modern communication
technology and transport methods to rekindle a cultural
renaissance across Asia, inspired by the role of the
Ganges in the cultural exchanges of the past.
Developing community-based tourism, supported by
intellectual and artistic activities along the routes, could
play a leading role in this Asian cultural renaissance.
We need to be careful that we don’t go too much into
anthropology to argue for greater interactions today. If
we do that, we could lose the contemporary picture of
how these cultural exchanges have shaped the living
cultures of today.
These Hindu and Buddhist cultures shape the cultural
identities of a large majority of people living in Asia
today – what Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi calls
the ‘Indic-Buddhist identity’.
For Chinese President Xi Jingping the Belt and Road
Initiative is his pet project, while for Modi it is the ‘IndicBuddhist Civilization’ project. Thus, if China’s
economic focus and India’s cultural focus could come
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together a real regional community could be formed that
is lacking today.
Thus, I hope building cultural links – along with
commerce – among communities that straddles the two
Ganges in Asia could lead to building a 21st century
Asian community with a clear identity.
The European have the European Union, Africans
have the African Union and the Arabs have the Arab
League to forge a regional identity and a regional voice.
What has Asia got?
East Asia Summit?
This is a joke – it has got America, Russia, Australia
and New Zealand – countries that have no historic
cultural affinity to the region.
Do Europeans, Africans and Arabs invite Asians to
join in their summits?
No.
So why does Asia need to invite outsiders to their
summit?
We don’t seem to trust nor respect each other.
This is where building people-to-people cultural ties
are very important.
We need to learn to appreciate and respect each other’s
cultures.
So, let me float some ideas as a media practitioner.
We need to take into account that there is some intense
competition in the region with China on one side and
India and Japan on the other. At the moment, this
competition is taking too much of a negative slant –
sometimes cheered on by western leaders and their media.

We need to turn this into a win-win interaction of
cooperation rather than confrontation.
For example, both China and Japan are competing
for high tech rail projects in the region, and in setting up
industrial parks.
China has been building ports around the Bay of
Bengal, which India sees as a security threat.
China has also been a motivational source in the
building of dams along the Mekong, which is worrying
downstream countries such as Vietnam. There are even
2 competing Mekong region development agencies
funded by China and Japan respectively.
So, can the Ganga-Mekong cultural focus help to
develop cultural infrastructures that can reverse these
intense economic rivalries that are seen as security threats
by each other?
Let’s look at the map of the Silk Routes and the two
Gangas.
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Currently, China’s Belt and Road is over-stepping
India going over the Himalayas into Pakistani-occupied
Kashmir and into Central Asia and Europe.
The maritime Silk Route is basically encircling India
in the Bay of Bengal. China is also building railways
across Laos joining with Thailand.
If and when a railway is built across Myanmar, the
railways could easily join with India via the north-east
corridor. All these could provide enormous potential for
tourism and people-to-people exchanges. The two rivers
and the railways could be utilised to link the communities
along the way.
There are huge potential economic gains for two of
the most neglected areas of Asia, the northern regions
of Myanmar and the north-east states of India that are
rich in cultural diversity. This can only be achieved if
India and China cooperate rather than looking at each
other suspiciously.
When we talk about the potential of tourism, we need
to look at how to develop community based cultural
tourism, where the authentic cultures could be
experienced, and the community gets a lion’s share of
the revenue created, not foreign companies – who bring
in the tourists and own the hotels.
The way the Tourisn Authority of Thailand is
developing community tourism could be a good template.
Few years ago, I tried to set up a project with AIT in
Bangkok called the Grassroots Educational Media
Enterprises or what we called ‘GEM Enterprises’, based
on Professor Mohamad Yunus’s ‘social business” model.
The idea was to set up a network of grassroots cultural

and educational centres in rural areas in the region that
is rich in traditional cultural expressions.
Most of the proposed centres were in the Mekong
community and in Bihar in India. We wanted to bring in
India’s IT expertise with Southeast Asia’s rural cultural
expertise to create modern educational media networks
with a strong cultural focus.
We approached an Indian foundation linked to a large
Indian multinational company, that is one of the world’s
largest steel producer, for funding.
After more than a year of discussions with them we
found out that they wanted to invest $ 5 million to set
up a chair of development communication at a prestigious
American university instead of investing $ 3 million over
3 years on our project in Asia.
I think, GEM Enterprises fit in very well with the
Ganga-Mekong project philosophy and I hope we would
be able to revive this idea, which was based on the
concept that once the funding period ends in 3 years, the
GEM Enterprises will be economically self-reliant
working in partnership with the tourism industry.
These centres would also become rural educational
and community media centres that could genrate revnue.
Each enterprise would have a local craft unit, local cuisine
café, community media (either TV or radio), homestay
resort and an educational centre.
Some of the areas we proposed for pilot projects were
in a river community near Mandalay or Bagan in
Myanmar, in the Isan region bordeing the Mekong in
north-east Thailand, Luang Prabang and Pakse in Laos,
near Siem Reap on Tonle Sap and Udong in Cambodia
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and near Chau Doc in Mekong Delta in Vietnam.
	Hardwar, Varanasi, Nalanda and Shantiniketan in
India could be considered to link the Ganga. When
railroads are developed we could develop these
enterprises along the rail routes as well.
Once these centres are established, we may develop
annual cultural festivals at each of these locations using
a similar model to the WOMAD World Music festivals
or the Sarawak Rainforest Musical Festival in Malaysia.
These festivals could be broadcast to each other’s
communities and we could also create tourism packages
for local cultural experiences, as well as new fashions,
arts products, etc.
At Chulalongkorn University in the past 2 years, I
was involved in a project which was funded by UNESCO
called “Mindful Communication for ASEAN Integration”
where we brought in Buddhist, Hindu and Confucius
philosophical concepts into a journalism curriculum to
train Asian journalists.
I believe that the current model of journalism – which
we have borrowed from the West – is too adversarial
and it drives conflcits rather than solving them. We need
to develop a more cooperative model of journalism where
we promote community harmony rather than concentrate
on its divides.
I have done workshops about this concept in Bhutan,
Myanmar, Sri Lanka, India and Vietnam in the past 18
months. On Saturday I’m doing a workshop for Thai
PBS’s production team for a new program called ‘Look
East”.

I hope Thai PBS would be interested in taking this
program regional and develop production teams in the
Ganga-Mekong region to feed in reports to them using
these mindful communication methodologies.
SAGE India has just published a book I have edited
from material we developed for the Chulalongkorn
project and it is titled “Mindful Communication for
Sustainable Development: Perspectives from Asia”. I
hope the concepts featured in this book could be utilised
for development communication projects.
Perhaps GEM Enterprises could be the pioneers in
this process of promoting sustainable development.
So I have floated some ideas and I hope some
institution in the region will take the initiatives to get
this moving. Over the past 2 decades I have been to many
conferences like this and we have discussed great ideas
but these never get implemented because no funding is
made available.
So funding is crucial here and Asia is no more poor
– I hope governments or foundation would come forward
with the initial funding. Hope this could be discussed in
the roundtable tomorrow.
I will be willing to work with any institute interested
to spearhead this project.
Thank you very much for your attention.
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The Impact of Sanskrit Prosody
on Thai Poetry
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One of the most ancient Languages of the world,
Sanskrit has exercised considerable influence on Thai
language and literature. It is twofold. One, on themes
which are drawn from old Sanskrit works and the other
on writing style in poetry which has followed for two
centuries or so the Sanskrit metres. Probably the Sanskrit
metrical system had appealed to Thai poets. They seemed
to like its rhythm which motivated them to apply it to
their compositions. The names of quite a few of the Thai
metres are derived from Sanskrit, e.g., Indravichien from
Indravajrā, Indrawoṅg from Indravaṁśa, Vaṁsattha from
Vaṁśastha, Upachāt from Upajāti, Vicchummala from
Vidyunmālā, Saddullavikkīlita from Śārdūlavikrīḍita,
Phuchonkhaprayāt from Bhujaṅgaprayāta, Saddharā
from Sragdharā and so on. Some of the names of the
metres in Thai and Sanskrit differ in only a letter here
and there, e.g., Thai Sālinī from Sanskrit Śālinī, Thai
Vasantatilok from Sanskrit Vasantatilaka. Occasionally
the original Sanskrit word without any phonetic
modification is found in such names as Malinī and
Toṭaka. Curiously, there are some Thai metres which
have Sanskritic names, but which are not found in
Sanskrit, such for instance, are Īdisam, Sanskrit Īdṛśam,
Upathitā Sanskrit Upasthitā, Kamalā, and Citrapadā.

There are five groups of metres in Thai of which the
three Klong, Klon and Rai are typically Thai. The rest
of the two, Karb and Chan are Sanskritic in origin. Kārb
is from Sanskrit Kavya and Chan from Sanskrit Chanda
or Chandas. Karb is earlier. It has only two metres
Indravichien, Sanskrit Indravajrā and Vasantatilok,
Sanskrit Vasantatilakā. It does not follow the short and
long, laghu-guru, syllable scheme. Probably there was
no awareness of it when it came into vogue. In the earlier
stages of development, the name Indravajrā was also not
in vogue. It was called Yānī from the first two syllables
of the line: yānī bhūtāni samāgatāni. Later the name
Indravichien came to replace it. The Chan type of
classification recognizes, thanks to the Sanskrit influence
becoming stronger, the short and long, laghu-guru,
scheme of syllables. It is the one which has all the
Sanskritic metres including Indravichien and Vasantatilok
forming part of Karb.
Even though the Thais drew metres from Sanskrit,
they did not leave them as they were; they introduced
some innvoations in them the most important of which
was rhyme employed at regular well-defined intervals
and one-line verses in contradistinction to the four-line
verse pattern of Sanskrit. The only four-line verse metres
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are the ones which are octosyllabic, a kind of system
existing here too, e.g., Pathyāvat, Vicchummala (Sanskrit
Vidyunmālā), Māṇavaka and Citrapadā. The two-line
verse-metres are the maximum: Indravichien (Indravajrā),
Upendravichien (Upendravajrā), Upachāt (Upajāti),
Vaṁsattha (Vaṁśastha), Indrawoṅg (Indravaṁśa),
Vasantatilok (Vasantatilaka), Sālinī (Śālinī), Upathitā
(Upasthitā), Phūchoṅkhaprayāt (Bhujaṅgaprayāta),
Toṭaka and Kamalā, Saddullavikkīlita (Śārdūlavikrīḍita),
Saddharā (Sragdharā) and Mālinī.
It was some 200 years ago that Sanskrit metres came
to be used in Thai poetry. Though they have been taken
from Sanskrit, there is a departure from it in the
trisyllables or the Ganaṣ or the short and long, laghuguru, system of Sanskrit. There is no strict rule in it about
the length of each syllable. In Thai poetry the rhythm is
provided by the break-up of the line.
It is curious that some of the more popular metres of
Sanskrit like Mandākrantā, immortalized by Kālidāsa in
his Meghadūta, are missing in Thai poetry. It is still more
curious that the metres like Anuṣṭubh in which a
substantial part of Sanskrit poetry is composed is found
carrying an altogether different name of Pathyāvat or
Paṭhyāvat in Thai poetry. Further, Pṛthvī or Vipulā which
is the name of a particular metre in Sanskrit, is used in
Thai for a variety of Pathya or Anustubh, also called
Sloka in Sanskrit.
A few specimens of Thai verses in Sanskrit metres
would not be out of place:

1. From Ilaraj Khamchand
“sae sap prasān duriyasangkhitaphat ya pheri sapsing
pra da pra du ca si suralok cha lo longll/”
The sounds of the music blending with each other,
the drum, the singing and everything in music, as if the
entire band is transferred from the land of the gods.
2. From Ilaraj Khamchand
(The story of the transgender King Ila)
“pra phutha kamala chun chom
phoei katha rom fo tham pai
anucha sathita daen dai
nam sākun chanai sanoe riam/”
The Buddha, having his heart gladdened started his
enquiry asking: my young one, where do you live, what
is your family’s name, please tell me.
3. From Ilaraj Khamchand
“khana nan issaret phra pravet vana phai
rahu thdna sabai i riyd batha vanI phata se
tanamun thd kophun harubanl sukhu dom
darn van vara thep thavi ongll/”
At that moment Lord Siva entered into the private
sector of his forest. He relaxed his activities at the foot
of the white mountain. There he enjoyed himself most
in that forest with another one, they were only two of
them.
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4. From Ilaraj Khamchand
“Phakphun phanāran, carasaen saran rom
Noenrabsalabsom, pitsaploencaroencai
Khotkhoensikhornkhau, nalamnauphanalai
Sung liwlalannai, yanaphonphramanmai/”
At the surface of the forest, wandering very pleasantly,
sometimes hilly, sometimes plain, alternate properly,
looking at it is pleasant to the heart. Small and high hills
and peaks of the mountain, as well as the range of trees
– are very tall. So many of them appearing before the
eyes beyond counting.
5. From Madanabadha (Pain of Love), or, The
Romance of a Rose, a play by HM King Vajiravudh
(Rama VI) of Thailand
“Mai riakphakakub– jakasiarunsaeng,
Paankaemchalaemdaeng, dauruneena yam ai
Dokyailaekesorn, suvakanthamaakmai,
Yoo ton bowangwai, mathuroskajornklai/”
This plant is called the flower of Kubjaka (rose), with
the color of the light of the dawn, or that of the reddened
cheeks of the blushing maiden. It has big flowers, with
many fragrant pollens. The flowers are enduring and not
easy to wither, with far-reaching sweet aroma.

6. From Samakkiphetkhamchand (The Story of
Disunity)- a Buddhist legend concerning the conquest
of the Liccavi clan of princes by King Ajatshatru.
Author. Mr. Chit Burathat, a famous commoner poet
of the reign of King Rama VI
(A very rare metre of the Viṣama variety lines 1 and
3 and 2 and 4 going with each otheṛ in rhythm)
“Oe Ume na mung chi chaangkrarai,
Thu thaassathulchaneechanai, kormapen,
Suekbothuenglae mung kor yang mi hen,
Janoi ja maak ja yaak ja yen, prakarndai/”
Bah – how can you become such a despicably rude,
good-for-nothing slave? This war is yet to come. You
have not yet even seen how the battles would ever be
more, or less, easy, or difficult, at all!
7. From Nitaanvetal (the Tales of Vetala and King
Vikramditya), by HRHRajani Chamchars, Prince
Bidyalongkorn of Thailand
“Cong carathiaw, thiawbathapai,
Pong phanaphrai, sailalamnau,
Dan bathadoen, ploencitarau,
Baengthukabau, chauwana wai/”
Come, let’s travel. Let’s walk and wander, through
the forests and the mountain ranges, and along the paths.
This will gladden our hearts, lessen our sorrow, and
sharpen our wits.
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Celebration of Culture and Life
through Indian Classical Dance (Natya)
Pavithra Srinivasan
Founder & Director, Arsha Kala Bharati,
Institute of Natya, Yoga, Culture Heritage,
Chennai, India
welcomeculture@gmail.com

One of the goals of the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation
(MGC) is cultural cooperation among its member
countries. Culture provides a vital matrix for the
expression and growth of all aspects of human life. Dance
is a beautiful medium to educate and enlighten the
significance of the cultural Ethics and Ethos of different
regions. Indian classical dance (Natya) has been an
integral part of the cultural religious and spiritual life in
India.
There are various stories to illustrate the influence
and inspiration of various aspects of Indian culture in
Ganga-Mekong Region, through mime, melody and
movements of Natya.
The rivers Ganga and Mekong are each regarded as
Mother of rivers − nourishing and protecting. The people
worship the Ganga for prosperous life just as hundreds
come together for the annual ceremony at the Mekong
river for good luck in businesses.
The ancient Indian epic Ramayana has influenced
many dance forms and teachings in the cultural heritage

of the MGC countries. For example, Ramakien is the
national epic of Thailand! Hanuman is a great devotee
of Rama, the main hero of the epic. Indian stories describe
various qualities of Hanuman as an exemplary character
who accomplishes the unmatched task of reuniting Rama
and Sita, steadfast in love.
One of the oldest collection stories of Indian
Literature, Panchatantra, depicts the main ingredient of
friendship.
The vision of Indian culture, the Vedic culture, is
Harmony in existence. The entire humanity is considered
to be one family and the entire world - the elements and
elementals are considered divine!
An objective of MGC is to establish friendship,
mutual respect and honour among the countries, through
cultural and commercial linkages. Such linkages would
help the people of MGC countries to continue being
inspired and celebrate their unity through the
commonalities and uniqueness of the diverse cultures.
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Re-Establishing Economic Linkage in
Ganga-Mekong Basins
Supruet Thavornyutikarn, Ph.D.
India Studies Centre, Thammasat University, Thailand
supruet@econ.tu.ac.th
ABSTRACT
	Historically, economic linkage between settlements
and societies in Ganga and Mekong basins were natural.
Apart from economic motivation, other aspects of social
interactions between the two were followed, including
religions, languages, and cultures. Influences of each
other manifest themselves in these areas. Economic
interests further these linkages to further east connecting
China and beyond. There is no doubt that the Mekong
basis was the bridge between India’s and China’s
dominions and its economic activities flourished. These
multi-dimensional linkages were disrupted by the rise
of colonization setting two basins apart, as well as
reshaped the connection to China.

Chinese attempts to reconnect its economic activities
with the world – i.e. One Belt One Road – are not new;
there are to revive those good-old-days. Similarly, the
linkage between Ganga and Mekong basins is yet to be
re-established to realise economic potentials and
betterment of respective people. Economic incentives
for trade between two basins are already there without
needing any further elaboration. However, both basins
must overcome the invisible, but mutual, obstacles.
These obstacles were implanted unintentionally by
colonisers. During the time of colonisation, separated
nation states, different nationalities, diverse political and
legal systems were established making closely linked
neighbours estranged. This estrangement intensified
when they need to gain their own independence. In trying
to do so and repulsing colonisers, they started to fear of
their own neighbours too. National superstructures persist
with the mindset of ‘my nation’ after gaining independence
prohibiting re-establishment of economic and social
linkages that were there for many centuries.
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	Having similar cultures and traditions, transaction
costs for social interactions are very low. Many cultures
(e.g.‘Wai’ or Añjali Mudrā), traditions (e.g.‘Songkran’
or Mesha Sangranti), religions (e.g. Hinduism, Buddhism,
and Islam), and langauges (Pali and Sanskrit) are shared,
allowing people to blend themselves together easily.
However, people of Ganga and Mekong basins still need
to overcome the ‘colonial ghosts’ left over by social
superstructures in order to extend its social interaction
into economic linkage and realise potentials of such
cooperation. Higher level cooperation will be emerged
automatically when economic benefits are mutually
materialised.
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Roundtable Session: the Way Forward
 The roundtable session of MGC discussed the key
potential areas for moving forward and to build on the
good will and historical, cultural context that existed for
the last 2 days.
 Participant from Sri Lanka proposed on involving Sri
Lankan academia in the future studies regarding GangaMekong region as Sri Lanka plays a major role in
bringing forward the heritage of Indian culture.
 The participants highlighted that Indian influence
came to Burma (Myanmar) and Thailand by land and
related study have not been explored yet. Considering,
Thailand as the first point of entry, it should be considered
as the focal point for such studies.
 The participants also recommended that
o the Ganga-Mekong Conference, 2018 held at
PBIC, Thammasat University, Thailand should be
considered as the first step in institutionalizing the
Ganga-Mekong academic initiative and advocated
to continue this initiative.
o the Indian Culture Philosophical Research (ICPR)
under the Ministry of Human Resources be
declared as the head quarter of Ganga-Mekong
academic initiative.

o PBIC should be declared by the TU as the focal
point for Ganga Mekong academic initiative in
the Mekong region on the formal request of Indian
Culture of Philosophical Research, New Delhi.
o following Ganga Mekong second initiative would
take place near Nongkhai or the Golden Triangle.
o PBIC should add facility as the supporting body
for organising similar conferences under the GM
academic initiative in other SEA Mekong countries
like Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam.
● The participants acknowledged
o that Year 2018 being commemorated as the 70th
anniversary of Thailand-India active relations and
in the same year ASEAN-India is celebrating its
25th Anniversary. In this light, it is very timely to
have Ganga Mekong cooperation meeting in
Thailand this year.
o the importance of cooperation in several areas
relevant to the ASEAN-India priorities such as
culture, trade and investment, tourism,
communication network connectivity and roads.
o the fruitful discussion about the Ganga-Mekong
region as well as historical and current linkages.
It was pointed out that while religion can be
changed, culture does not change easily.
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● The participants highlighted that many of the Sanskrit
scripts have been lost partially or completely or are being
preserved only in translation. For example, many body
works have been translated into Chinese and other
languages of the region. Accordingly, there is a need of
revisiting Sanskrit desk having a large collection of
manuscript, here in Bangkok. Participants also highlighted
that there are thousands of manuscripts in the national
library of which many have not been studied and have
not been deciphered.
● It was also emphasised that the cooperation between
India and the countries of the region on scholarly
exchanges would be very fruitful. It would be fruitful
for group of scholars to visit each country to have better
appreciation of the way of thinking and the writings. It
would be interesting to bring forward the best classical
works produced in the region.
● Participants felt that there is a need to develop better
appreciation of each other’s culture. Also, people in the
region should be made more aware of the linkages and
relationship amongst Ganga Mekong countries.
Understanding the strong links would increase bondage

and build linguistic bridges.
● It is necessary to have mechanisms for better
awareness of each other through mass media, print media,
electronic media so that the citizens understand the
linkages and strengthen regional relationships at
individual and national level.
(Based on transcription prepared by Ms. Anneraine
Colobong, Dr. Nattanit Chamsuwanwong, and Dr. Jaran
Maluleem and compiled and edited by Dr. Shweta Sinha)
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Valedictory remarks
Dr. Supruet Thavornyutikarn
On behalf of Thammasat University and Indian
Studies Centre, I would like to thank everyone for coming
to this conference. We had a great deliberation and fruitful
discussions which will lead to further strengthening our
relationship. We need to continue our work from both
sides, researchers and academician putting best efforts
in conducting deeper study, and on the other side, the
government of all nations in Mekong-Ganga region shall
lend support. The bottom up approach, the trust and
pressure from local people as suggested by Prof. Shastri
would play a major role in increasing mutual understanding
and strengthening our relationship between each other
in the region. I look forward to the future conferences.
Thank you very much!

Prof. S. R. Bhatt
Thank you! While concluding and closing our two-day
deliberations I would first like to express our sincere
appreciation and thanks to the authorities of Thammasat
University for making all arrangements. Sincere thanks
to the Rector of the university Prof.Gasinee and all of
those participating in the conference. Secondly, we
should consolidate all the recommendations and share
experiences, trends, multiple cultures, beliefs and
economic development in various important sectors of
relevance with India and all Mekong countries.
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Closing Remarks
Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan
I wish to thank all participants for a very constructive,
fruitful, insightful and inspiring two-day conference.
This is not a closing but just the beginning. The
conference was considered the opening of a very
important chapter that Mekong-Ganga region would
work together in fostering our economic partnership as
well as linkages in culture, religions and social beliefs.
It will be inspiring to consider this conference as a
very significant forum to stimulate enhanced interaction
on interdisciplinary areas in the Ganga Mekong Region.
It is impressive that we can bring together scholars,
academics from political science, economics, history,
arts, and various other subject areas. This will help us
draw an appropriate recommendation package together
through our lay foundation that we had inherited for
thousand years from Ganga to Mekong region.

The two-day conference output will be brought up as
proceedings and will be published and distributed to the
respective organisations.
It is expected that the Ganga-Mekong conference will
lead to the next step. PBIC would make best efforts to
pursue the academic initiative at the college level and
we will try to enhance it to the university level. PBIC
looks forward to conferences and other forms of
partnerships that we shall inaugurate in the near future.
Thank you!
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Vote of Thanks
Under the overall guidance of Dr. Nitinant Wisaweisuan,
Dean, Pridi Banomyong International College (PBIC), the
production of this proceedings was coordinated and edited
by Dr. Shweta Sinha, Indian Studies Programme, PBIC,
Thammasat University.
PBIC is grateful to all the speakers and authors and
their organisations for their valuable contribution to this
publication. The importance of sharing the linkages
between Ganga and Mekong region cannot be overstated.
A special gratitude goes to Prof. Dr. Ram Madhav, National
General Secretary of the Bharatiya Janata Party and
Director, India Foundation, for gracing the event with his
keynote speech.
The conference organisers are grateful for the support
provided by Prof. S. R. Bhatt, Chairman, Indian Council
of Philosophical Research, India , Assoc. Prof. Gasinee
Witoonchart Rector, Thammasat University, H.E. Mr.
Bhagwant Singh Bishnoi, Ambassador of India to
Thailand, Dr. Sawitri Hammond, Vice Dean, PBIC,
Thammasat University, Asst. Prof. Akkharaphong
Khamkhun, Head of Thai Studies Programme, PBIC,
Thammasat University and Dr. Anucha Thirakanon,
Director of Thai Khadi Research Institute, Thammasat
University.
The conference organisers extend special thanks to the
speakers and authors, Prof. S. R. Bhatt, Chairman, Indian
Council of Philosophical Research, India, Prof. Dr.
Satyavrat Shastri, Eminent Professor of Sanskrit, Delhi
University, Prof. Dr. Rana Purushottam Kumar Singh,

Nav Nalanda Maha Vihar University, Prof. S. Sahai,
Eminent historian, India Council of Historical Research,
Prof. B. N. Labh, Eminent Professor of Buddhist Studies,
Jammu University, Prof. Chirapat Prapanvidya, Royal
Scholar & Professor of Sanskrit, Silpakorn University,
Prof. Dr. Jaran Maluleem, Head of Indian Studies
Programme, Thammasat University, Dr. Supruet
Thavornyutikarn, Director of India Studies Centre,
Thammasat University, Dr. Kalinga Seneviratne, Founder,
Lotus Communication Network, Singapore, Ms. Srey Peou
Em, Ms. Kamontip Dueathong, ASEAN Studies, PBIC,
Ms. Pravithra Srinivasan, Director, Institute of Natya,
Yoga and Verdic Heritage and Dr. Mohd Faheem, Indian
Studies Program, PBIC, Thammasat University.
Special thanks to Dr.Phanida Saikhwan, Manager and
Executive Director of Steering Committee, for co-ordination
of logistics and all arrangements for the successful
completion of the event and Mr. Ken Withoonchart for
supporting the event and the cultural excursion.
The support of Ms. Pornpimol Turbpaiboon, Secretary
to the organising committee, Ms. Porntima Srivanich,
Secretary to Dean and other PBIC staff is greatly
acknowledged.
The organisers would like to acknowledge with much
appreciation the contribution and hospitality of ThaiBharat Cultural Lodge and the Raweekanlaya Wellness
Cuisine Resort, Bangkok. Last, but not the least, the
graphic concept, design and layout were carried out by
Pelangi Publishing (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
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